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This transmittal provides the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) NEDO-33159 "EPU Lessons
Learned and Recommendations" to the NRC staff for information. We are not requesting NRC
approval of this document. Since the information contained in this document may be beneficial
to the nuclear industry, we have elected to provide this information to NEI, INPO, EPRI, the
Westinghouse Owners' Group, and the B&W Owners' Group.

NEDO-33159 provides assistance to BWR plants that are in the evaluation and implementation
phases of Extended Power Uprate. The BWROG recommendations are based on operating
experiences and evaluations from BWR plants that have previously implemented EPUs and from
plants currently performing pre-EPU evaluations. I

The BWROG has concluded that implementation of EPU via the approved GE Energy LTR
process assures that plant safety is maintained. The BWROG also concludes the majority of the
recent problems attributed to EPU are related to plant reliability issues and have not adversely
impacted plant safety. However, changes are necessary to the overall implementation strategy of
EPU projects to prevent future events. Many issues involve pre-existing plant component
conditions, plant margin management, and operating philosophy that are exacerbated by
operation at EPU conditions. The majority of the BWROG recommendations involve strategies
to reduce the challenges to plant operations during the EPU implementation process and assure
plant reliability remains high.
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EPU Lessons Learned and Recommendations

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THE
CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT

Please Read Carefully

The documented EPU Lessons Learned and Recommendations have been prepared by
the BWR Owners' Group Extended Power Uprate Committee with support from
General Electric. The only undertakings of the General Electric Company (GE)
respecting information in this document are contained in the contract between the
company receiving this document and GE. Nothing contained in this document shall
be construed as changing the applicable contract. The use of this information by
anyone other than a customer authorized by GE to have this document, or for any
purpose other than that for which it is intended, is not authorized. With respect to any
unauthorized use, GE makes no representation or warranty, and assumes no liability
as to the completeness, accuracy or usefulness of the information contained in this
document, or that its use may not infringe privately owned rights.
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1.0 Executive Summary

The purpose of the BWR Owners' Group (BWROG) EPU Lessons Learned and
Recommendations report is to provide assistance to plants that are in the evaluation and
implementation phases of Extended Power Uprate. The BWROG recommendations are
based on operating experiences and evaluations from BWR plants that have previously
implemented EPUs and from plants currently performing EPU evaluations.

The BWROG has concluded that implementation of EPU via the approved LTR processes
assures that plant safety is maintained. The BWROG also concludes the majority of the
recent problems attributed to EPU are related to plant reliability issues and have not
adversely impacted plant safety. However, changes are necessary to the overall
implementation strategy of EPU projects to prevent future events. Many issues involve pre-
existing plant component conditions, plant margin management, and operating philosophy
that are exacerbated by operation at EPU conditions. The majority of the BWROG
recommendations involve strategies to reduce the challenges to plant operations during the
EPU implementation process and assure plant reliability remains high.

The BWROG concludes that the majority of vibration problems at the Quad Cities plants
are an anomaly related to high steam velocities that produce high vibration levels (inside the
steam piping). Nevertheless, cracking of components in steam dryers occurs under both
pre-EPU and EPU conditions. To address these concerns and reduce the potential for loose
parts, steam dryer acoustic load methodologies are being developed which will allow BWR
steam dryers to be evaluated for the higher EPU loads and pre-emptive repairs can be made
if required. It is recommended that other BWR plants consider the potential for plant-
specific acoustic loads, which can adversely impact components susceptible to flow induced
vibration.

Key recommendations developed by the BWROG include:
. Prior to EPU implementation, identify plant component condition deficiencies that

may be impacted by EPU related changes in operating parameters. Identify mitigating
actions or justify the risk of proceeding with the known deficiency.

. Review and disposition issues resulting from the GE/Exelon Extent of Condition
review to ensure that increased component wear following implementation of EPU
does not adversely impact plant reliability.

. Obtain the recommended pre-EPU baseline data (including vibration data), then
compare this baseline data with the post-EPU implementation data and EPU
predictions to ensure that unanticipated impacts are not occurring.

. Consider steam dryer acoustic loads and complete appropriate upgrades/modifications
prior to implementation of EPU.
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* Update operational procedures and preventive maintenance strategies related to
systems, equipment, and components when changes may be required as a result of
EPU implementation.

* Evaluate instrument setpoint and calibration requirements for all instrumentation
when changes may be required as a result of EPU implementation.

In response to the industry lessons learned, GE has revised the EPU analysis process. This
includes incorporation of a detailed steam dryer flow induced vibration and structural
evaluation. Plants that have completed EPU implementation should review the BWROG
recommendations in accordance with plant operating experience programs.

2.0 Introduction

2.1 Background
Extended Power Uprate (EPU) is defined as reactor thermal power in excess of 105% of the
original plant licensed power (greater than 105% OLTP). The initial BWR EPUs were
implemented approximately 10 years ago, and the early EPU experience was very positive.
A 2004 BWROG survey of 13 BWRs showed very few component failures (17 total) that
can be attributed to EPU and almost all of these failures are related to flow-induced
vibrations in main steam, feedwater, and EHC systems. Approximately 50% of these
failures were related to steam dryers at 4 BWR units. Six of the 13 BWR plants surveyed
by the BWROG have not experienced a component failure that can be attributed to EPU.

Based on the number of component failures at the Quad Cities plants and the vibration
levels in comparison with other BWRs, the BWROG preliminary conclusions are that the
vibration problems at the Quad Cities plants are an anomaly related to high steam velocities
that produced high vibration levels (inside the steam piping). The BWROG/BWRVIP is
following the development of acoustic load methodologies and believes that these
methodologies can be employed to verify the uniqueness of the Quad Cities vibration levels.

The following chart supports the BWROG conclusion that the Quad Cities vibration levels
are an anomaly. All values are total root mean square acceleration in g's taken at the
uprated power level. Note that the SRV vibration levels at Brunswick (120% OLTP) are
approximately 60 times lower than at Quad Cites 2 whereas the SRV vibration levels at
Dresden 3 are approximately 10 times lower than at Quad Cities 2.
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The following table summarizes the operational experience of world-wide BWTRs that have
implemented EPU. This table demonstrates the extensive operating experience at uprated
conditions.

Plant Licensed Power Approx. Approx.
(%OLTP) Maximum Date of

Power Initial
Achieved Operation at
(%OLTP) Maximum

Power
Achieved

KKM 110 110 June 1993
Monticello 106 106 Oct 1998
Hatch 1 115.1 115.1 Nov 1998
Hatch 2 115.1 115.1 Nov 1998
Duane Arnold 120 112.4 Nov 2001
Dresden 2 117 117 Dec 2001
Quad Cities 2 117 117 Mar 2002
Clinton 120 112 May 2002
Brunswick 2 120 116 April 2003
KKL 119.5 119.5 Aug 2002
Dresden 3 117 117 Nov 2002
Quad Cities 1 117 117 Dec 2002
Cofrentes 110 110 Jan 2003
Brunswick 1 120 120 Apr 2004
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Following issues that occurred at the Quad Cities and Dresden BWRs in 2003, the BWROG
realized the need for industry recommendations. The BWROG agreed to monitor industry
activities on EPU issues, prepare and maintain an integrated schedule to help coordinate
these activities, and accept the responsibility to be the BWR industry representative on EPU
issues.

2.2 INPO Power Uprate and Cycle Extension Database Lessons Learned

The INPO Power Uprate and Cycle Extension Database contain 103 events for the time
period from 1992 through January 2004 [reference 1]. This database includes BWRs and
PWRs, and power uprates from small measurement uncertainty uprates to extended power
uprates. The BWROG screened these events and determined that power uprates directly or
indirectly contributed to 52 events, which the BWROG grouped into the following
categories:

* 15 due to vibration

* 18 due to instrument calibration problems

* 12 due to operational procedure deficiencies

* 5 due to pre-existing condition, installation errors, defective components, or
miscellaneous

* 2 due to erosion / corrosion

A brief summary of the 103 events in this (MNPO) database, including the BWROG
categorization for these events, is included in Appendix B. The BWROG has determined that
none of these events prevented a plant shutdown, prevented a safety system actuation, or
complicated the way operations managed any plant transients. However, in the aggregate the
events constitute a set of new challenges for the plant staff to manage.

The 17 events that were caused by vibration and erosion / corrosion were considered to have
the highest significance due to the resulting component degradation / failure. These events
are highlighted in Appendix B and include:

Vibration Events

* BWR-4 socket weld failure on GEZIP skid

* BWR-4 steam dryer damage

* BWR-3 steam dryer damage [4 events]

* BWR-4 recirc pump (vibration and improperly seated testable check valve)

* BWR-3 EHC turbine control valve accumulator leaks

* BWR-4 broken extraction steam line led to feedwater heater tube failures
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* BWR-5 feedwater heater tube leaks
* BWR-4 degraded feedwater heater level control valve

* BWR-3 MSL drain line failure

* BWR-4 EHC system leaks

* BWR-4 EHC excessive vibration

* BWR-3 turbine stop valve pressure switches

Erosion / Corrosion Events

* BWR-4 feedwater heater wall thinning and tube support damage

* BWR-4 feedwater heater steam leak

Because of the high percentage of events caused by vibration, a vibration monitoring and
evaluation information exchange meeting was held in June 2004. Lessons learned and
recommendations derived from this meeting are summarized in Section 3.11 of this EPU
Lessons Learned and Recommendations document.

Industry events in the remaining categories, while not desirable or anticipated, are not unique
to EPU nor caused by EPU related changes in operating parameters. It is noted that most of
the remaining events were caused by inadequate calibrations or revised operational
procedures. These issues are considered important lessons learned by the BWROG.

On July 13, 2004 INPO reported at a BWROG General Meeting in Denver, CO that they
have evaluated the decreasing performance trend of US power reactors and have determined
that EPU has not been a contributing factor. INMO does have concerns with the operational
impact of EPUs, the loss of operational margin and the decline in performance indicators of
some plants that have implemented EPU.

2.3 BWROG EPU Survey Lessons Learned

The BWROG has evaluated survey responses from 13 BWR plants that have significant
operational experience at power levels greater than 105% OLTP [reference 2]. As of
February 2004, these plants had accumulated a total of 543 months of operating experience
at extended power levels. This experience ranges-from a low of 10 months up to a
maximum of 130 months at a European BWR. The median operating experience at EPU
for these BWR plants is 26 months.

The BWROG survey showed that EPU adversely impacted the unplanned capability loss
factor (UCLF) at two BWRs in the period immediately following implementation (steam
dryer failures resulted in forced plant shutdowns); whereas, the UCLF improved at two
BWRs plants following implementation of EPU. For the other nine BWRs, the UCLF was
not significantly affected by implementation of EPU.
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The 13 BWRs surveyed reported a total of 17 component failures, most of which were
related to flow-induced vibrations in main steam, feedwater, and EHC systems. Eight (8) of
these 17 failures involved steam dryer components at 4 BWR plants. Five (5) of the 13
plants reported no component failures that could be attributed to implementation of EPU.

The other failures that were not related to flow-induced vibrations in main steam, feedwater,
and EHC systems included:

* Seizure of stator cooling water pump (design issue for replacement larger pump with
different coupling and seals)

* Reactor feed pump governor linkage galled not allowing speed feedback to reactor
water level control (alternate pump experienced an identical failure pre-EPU)

* Main transformer sudden pressure relay (similar failures have been observed at other
plants at pre-EPU conditions in the industry)

A detailed summation of the results from this BWROG survey is included as Appendix A.

Following submittal of the BWROG EPU survey, several noteworthy issues (non-dryer
related) occurred at Quad Cities that were associated with the high flow induced vibrations
in the main steam system. These issues have been dispositioned by Exelon and are
summarized below:

* An electromatic relief valve (ERV) actuator was damaged due to flow induced
vibration. The ERV actuators were refurbished and additional laboratory testing was
performed to determine the appropriate modifications to resist future degradation.
Vibration instrumentation also was installed to monitor future performance and
validate testing levels.

. Degradation of a Limitorque operator (limit switch) was noted during a walkdown
inspection following the failure of the ERV. The results of Limitorque limit switch
vibration testing confirmed minimal wear for simulated one cycle operation. It was
determined based on as-found conditions of the limit switch, that there would have
been no impact to the valve function.

* During testing, after a full cycle of EPU operation, a Target Rock SRV setpoint was
determined to be out of specification. An evaluation revealed that the cause of the
setpoint change was due to SRV vibration that wore a groove in the first stage bellows
cap. Alternate materials are being evaluated.

Detailed walkdowns were performed at the Dresden and Quad Cities stations. No EPU-
related vibration issues were identified as a result of these walkdowns other than the ERVs
and the one Limitorque operator at Quad Cities.
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The evaluations performed utilizing analysis, testing, and walkdown information concluded
that all components are acceptable for full cycle operation at EPU power with the exception
of the ERVs, at Quad Cities, and the Target Rock SRVs at both units, that required
upgrades to the vulnerable parts. Testing was successfully completed at Wyle Laboratories
to confirm the failure modes and to test the proposed modifications. It has been confirmed
that the wear mechanism is the result of structural mode excitation of the solenoid plunger
assembly for the ERVs, and the first stage pilot bellows cap/spring assembly for the Target
Rock SRVs. Vulnerable components within these assemblies are being modified.

RECOMMENDATION: Review main steam and feedwater components for potential
vibration and wear related degradation. Evaluate components with known preventive
or corrective maintenance due to vibration for potential increased vulnerability.

2.4 GE/Exelon Extent of Condition Evaluation Results and Associated Guidance

In order to better understand the risks associated with EPU implementation and to
recommend actions to mitigate failures resulting from these vulnerabilities, GE and Exelon
conducted a rigorous Extent of Condition (EOC) review for the Dresden and Quad Cities
stations in 2004 [reference 3]. The goal of this comprehensive evaluation is to reduce or
eliminate operational challenges as measured by:

. Licensee Event Reports
* Engineered Safety Features Actuations
* Reactor Scrams
* Plant power derates
* Unplanned entries into Technical Specification action statements
* Operator work-around challenges (that increases risk to one of the above events)
* Unexpected accelerated degradation of components (that increases risk to one of the

above events)
* Significant loose or lost parts (foreign material exclusion)

For the EOC review, both Power Systems and Safety Systems were evaluated based on
potential EPU impact. The Safety System reviews were scenario-based. A total of 43
Balance of Plant Systems and 10 Safety Systems were reviewed in detail. The first step was
to determine which systems have the potential to be affected by EPU (flow rates,
temperature, pressure, radiation levels, vibration levels). For each system that was
potentially affected, P&LDs were employed to identify all system components and
instrumentation for further evaluation. Each of these components and associated
subcomponents were then evaluated for potential impact due to EPU. Operational data was
collected for both pre-EPU and post-EPU operating conditions prior to the system level and
component evaluations. The component evaluations involved determining the potential for
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increased wear or increases in other failure mechanisms that may result from operation
under EPU conditions.

GE/Exelon classified the susceptible components and instrumentation into 8 root cause
categories. Note that steam dryer issues have been addressed separately (Section 3.5 thru
3.6). The following lists these categories and example components that have been
identified for specific evaluations.

(1) Vibration driven
* Reactor recirc system instrumentation sensing lines and other small bore piping

* Main steam lines
* Main steam line instrumentation and small bore piping

* Feedwater system piping, valves, and instrumentation

* Stator cooling water temperature controller

* Turbine/EHC system

(2) Documentation and design basis issues

* Feedwater heater relief valve setpoints

* All other documentation and design basis issues identified are Exelon specific

(3) Accelerated wear and degradation

* Recirc pump motors

* Feedwater pump seals
* Feedwater heaters and drain valves

* Feedwater and condensate AOVs
* Off gas condenser and gland seal valves

* Turbine control valves

* LP turbine inner casing

(4) FW flow requirements
* Flow accelerated corrosion (FAG) of temperature element thermowells

* Impact of FAC on condensate demins

* FAC of heaters and system components

* Impact of increased FAC on pump seals, CRDs, and control rod hydraulic control
units

* Erosion of extraction steam piping

* Pumps, pump discharge check valves, minimum bypass valves, and heater valves

(5) Known material condition issues
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* Main generator

* Recirc system M-G set

* Feedwater system sample probes

* Condensate demineralizers

* FW heaters, drain coolers, and associated valves

* FW heater shell vents

* Main condenser

(6) Thermal power calculation

* Unique to Exelon specific calculation methods

(7) Reduced operations and analysis margin

* Operator training regarding pressure set adjustments during load drop

* Pressure controller setpoint

* Calibration of main steam flow instrumentation

* Feedwater system pump redundancy

* Feedwater-reactor water level control

* Recovery of safety analysis margin

(8) Reactor internals flow and vibration

* Shroud head and steam separator inspection

* FW sparger end brackets

* Jet pump slip joint bypass leakage and associated vibration

* Jet pump wedge inspections

A detailed summary of these recommendations is included as Appendix C. This appendix
can be employed as a checklist to determine requirements for increased inspections
following implementation of EPU.

In addition, the following observations were made regarding the effect of EPU on plant
equipment:

* Increased feedwater flow can increase the fatigue loading on vessel components,
which may require more frequent inspections.

* Increased core differential pressure can change the jet pump flow and consequently
the loading on the jet pump support components, which may require more frequent
inspections.

* Changed operating conditions (e.g. valve positions) can increase wear, which may
require enhanced preventive maintenance.
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* Increased feedwater flow, steam flow, and recirculation pump speed can result in
increased vibration on system components.

* Elimination of standby feedwater and condensate pumps and operation at non-
optimum flow can introduce gradual component degradation.

. Increased flow in extraction steam, moisture separators, and heater drains can increase
the effects of Flow Accelerated Corrosion (FAC).

* Known system deficiencies not corrected prior to EPU implementation can result in
reduced operating margin.

From the GE/Exelon recommendations, the BWROG compiled specific vulnerabilities and
recommendations into the following table. This has resulted in a listing of 18 areas for
which the BWR industry should address on a plant-specific basis. Recommendations range
from pre-EPU evaluations / system design changes to post-EPU component inspections:

Issue for BWR Evaluation

1 Shroud head and steam separator
2 Welded access hole covers
3 Feedwater sparger end brackets
4 Recirc system flow sensing lines and other small-bore piping
5 Main steam line differential flow switches
6 Pressure controller setpoints
7 Main generator stator cooling water system temperature controller
8 Condensate and feedwater system pumps, valves, check valves, seals, relays,

minimum flow
9 Temperature probes and thermowells, sample probes, hydrogen/oxygen injection
_ quills and sample probes
10 Condensate and feedwater system large and small bore piping
11 Feedwater heaters, drain coolers, drains and associated valves
12 Condensate demineralizers and associated valves
13 Off-gas and gland seal condensers
14 Control rod HCUs and control rod drives
15 Turbine EHC
16 Cross around relief valve setpoints
17 LP turbine inner casing
'18 Extraction steam piping

For the Safety Systems, GE and Exelon concluded that the safety functions remain
uncompromised. It was also noted that the design inputs for these analyses were generally
conservative because of use of a common model that employs the most bounding
parameters for Dresden 2, 3 and Quad Cities 1, 2. The analyses results for the Safety
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Systems have been adequately implemented at the Exelon plants. Some documentation
deficiencies were discovered during the review that are being resolved through the Exelon
corrective action program; and the utility has identified systems or analyses with limited
post-EPU margin for which actions are being evaluated and implemented to increase the
margin as appropriate.

For the Power Systems, no vulnerabilities were identified that could result in an immediate
challenge to plant operations. Almost all of the recommendations addressed accelerated
equipment degradation due to EPU. Another key recommendation is that the material
condition of the plant pre-EPU should be an important factor for future EPU evaluations.

Other key industry recommendations include the identification of and institution of critical
preventive maintenance changes for components effected by EPU; and the monitoring and
trending of critical operating parameters.

RECOMMENDATION: Review GE/Exelon Extent of Condition recommendations
(Appendix C) and assure that applicable issues have been adequately addressed prior
to implementation of EPU. Recommendations that involve post-EPU implementation
inspections should also be carefully considered and dispositioned.

2.5 Power Ascension Test Program Lessons Learned

Eleven power uprate ascension test reports were examined for common test issue categories
and common elements within the issue categories. As a result of this review, only the
pressure regulator test was found to be a common test issue category in three of the eleven
reports. However, there were no common elements within this issue category (i.e. the
specific equipment challenges precipitating the subject issue category differed for all three
plants). This observation, in conjunction with the finding that no other common test issues
were identified, suggests that testing results are dependent on the unique equipment
characteristics of the individual plants.

RECOMMENDATION: Based on GE experience it is recommended that the EPU test
director should be a very experienced Senior Reactor Operator and should be
experienced in performing control system testing. This is key to successful pressure
and feedwater level control testing. Also it is recommended that the EPU procedure
writer be a member of the EPU test team to simplify procedural changes when
required.
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3.0 Plant Evaluation Lessons Learned and Recommendations

3.1 LTR Process Evaluation

The BWR Owners' Group has concluded that implementation of EPU via the approved
LTR process assures plant safety is maintained. The BWROG determined that the majority
of the recent problems attributed to EPU are in the BOP area and are caused by pre-EPU
plant component deficiencies or minimal operating margins. No revisions to the approved
GE EPU licensing topical reports are needed to improve the EPU safety evaluation;
however, changes to the GE EPU Evaluation process are being made to address these
problems (see Section 3.2) [reference 4].

During the early and mid 1990s, GE developed a process for uprating the BWR plant power
by about 5%. At that time GE examined the impact of 5% power uprate on plant risk and
concluded that the risk increase, as measured by increase in core damage frequency (CDF)
and large early release frequency (LERF), was very small and no plant-specific PRA update
was recommended.

In subsequent years, GE developed a process for extended power uprate (EPU), which
increased the plant power by 15 to 20%. GE recommended and NRC agreed that a plant-
specific PRA update was required as part of implementing the EPU. All plants that
implemented EPU have performed a PRA for the EPU conditions and have concluded that
the CDF increase is not disproportionately high compared to the power increase.

PRA calculates CDF by identifying accident initiators and determines the associated
frequencies, and identifies the systems that keep the core covered and evaluates the
unavailability of these systems on demand. The combination of initiator frequency and
mitigating system unavailability yields the CDF. As part of CDF evaluation, the following
areas are considered: initiating events, system analysis, accident sequence development,
data analysis, human reliability analysis, dependence analysis, success criteria, structural
analysis, thermal-hydraulic analysis and PRA quantification.

In addition to CDF, the PRA calculates large early release frequency (LERF). This is
accomplished by modeling the core melt accident sequence progression, core-concrete
interaction and containment failure.

NRC has not set a specific acceptance criteria for the CDF and LERF increase associated
with EPU. There are, however, criteria in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.174 which may be
considered applicable. RG 1.174 "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessments
in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-specific Changes to Licensing Basis" permits CDF
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change of less than 1 .OE-6 per plant-year and LERF change of 1 .OE-7 per plant-year,
regardless of pre-EPU PRA results. RG 1.174 also permits CDF changes in the range of
I .OE-6 to 1 .OE-5 per plant-year and LERF changes in the range of 1 .OE-7 to 1 .OE-6 per
plant-year provided the pre-EPU CDF and LERF values are less than 1 .OE-4 and 1 .OE-5 per
plant-year, respectively.

The EPU PRAs are generally performed by the individual licensees using the plant-specific
PRA model. The results are submitted directly to the NRC by the licensees. The primary
impact of EPU on PRAs is attributable to the reduced operator action times resulting from
the increased decay heat levels. The reduced time increases the operator error probability.

The impact on initiating event frequency, success criteria and the other parameters is
insignificant. The CDF and LERF increase due to an EPU has been about 10% or less over
the base CDF. The increase in CDF and LERF values generally meet the RG 1.174 criteria.

3.2 GE Process Changes

Revisions were made to the GENE EPU process as a result of the Exelon/GE Extent of
Condition review, which included development of a revised dryer load methodology that
considers acoustic load factors, and added a pre-EPU assessment of current plant
components that involves evaluation of pre-EPU operating data, trends and interviews of
the plant staff [reference 4].

RECOMMENDATION: Perform a comprehensive pre-EPU assessment of the plant
that includes:

* A plant component assessment during the evaluation phase of an EPU project
* A review and evaluation of plant operational data, trends, and other operating

experience (including interviews with the plant staff)
* An evaluation of the current operating margin (as opposed to initial design

margin) and an estimate of margin available at EPU conditions.
* An evaluation of the potential system and component vulnerabilities due to

EPU implementation
* Development of recommendations to improve operating margin

3.3 Plant Condition Evaluation

Recent experience with implementation of EPU has confirmed the importance of evaluating
the current maintenance practices prior to implementation of EPU. Preventive maintenance
(PM) records should be reviewed to identify components for which a PM has been extended
or for which increased PM frequencies have been required. Consideration should be given
to scheduling increased maintenance on these components until the impacts of EPU can be
quantitatively determined.
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RECOMMENDATION: Assure that PMs on system components, which may be
impacted by EPU, are adequately evaluated prior to EPU. Consider increasing PM on
components that currently require frequent maintenance and/or replacement; and on
components for which the required level of maintenance is increasing.

3.4 Operating Margin Assessment

In the design process for upgrading the BWR unit to facilitate increased power production,
the impact on plant system and equipment operating margins must be evaluated. The utility
must balance the cost of maintaining existing margins (spare pumps, etc) with the risk of
lower plant reliability if the existing margins are utilized in the uprated plant design. In
some cases it may be cost effective to incorporate the improvement of existing margins in
the plant redesign. It is important to conduct a thorough and comprehensive design review
for components that have insufficient operating margin at EPU conditions. Plant
modifications and upgrades to increase operating margins, where needed, should be made
prior to implementation of EPU.

RECOMMENDATION: In the plant evaluation process for EPU, evaluate the impact
of EPU on current plant system and equipment margins, and incorporate cost-
beneficial design enhancements in the EPU plan to assure that sufficient margin is
maintained for reliable plant performance.

3.5 Steam Dryer Loads

In response to industry steam dryer integrity problems, two independent approaches are
being developed to assure that steam dryer performance will be safe and reliable in the
future. It has recently been demonstrated that acoustic loads can be a significant contributor
to the total vibration loads, and these loads can adversely impact steam dryers and other
plant components that may be impacted by flow induced vibration. These steam dryer load
definition programs are focused on quantification of acoustic loading.

The GE-sponsored steam dryer load definition program includes development of an
acoustic analysis model and scale model testing to determine dryer acoustic loads. The
steam dryer and piping for a selected plant are replicated in sub-scale and tested in a fixture
designed and built for this testing. Acoustic loads measured on the sub-scale fixture will be
scaled to full size and combined with other dryer loads determined analytically to arrive at a
total loads definition for a given dryer. It is expected that this sub-scale testing will assist in
determining the source of significant loads. Note that the sub-scale test results will be
benchmarked against full-scale test data taken from the selected operating BWR plant.

The acoustic model will be employed in conjunction with the sub-scale model. The initial
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objective of the acoustic model is to provide dryer loads for a specific condition for which
actual steam piping vibration data is available. It is not expected to be able to predict loads
for a steam velocity above which actual plant data is available. Until significant experience
has been gained, it is expected that the acoustic model will only be used in conjunction with
the sub-scale model.

The Continuum Dynamics Inc. (CDI) steam dryer load definition program employs an
acoustic model to predict acoustic loads on the dryer from plant operational vibration data
taken on the main steam piping. The calculated steam dryer loads are then verified against
available cyclical pressure data taken from instrument taps located close to the steam dryers
(reactor water reference leg).

Following determination of the total dryer loads, an evaluation can be made regarding
requirements for potential modification or replacement of the steam dryers.

RECOMMENDATION: An evaluation of steam dryer loads for EPU conditions
should be made prior to implementation of EPU. Modifications of the dryer or bases
for not making modifications should be made based on the results of this evaluation.

3.6 Steam Dryer Inspection and Evaluation

GE SIL 644 revision 1 (November 9, 2004) provides detailed steam dryer inspection
recommendations, and recommendations for monitoring the moisture content of the main
steam and other reactor system parameters [reference 5]. This SIL is applicable to all BWR
steam dryers, not just for BWR plants operating at EPU conditions. The BWROG Steam
Dryer Integrity Committee developed the "BWR Moisture Carryover and Operational
Response Guidance" that is included in SIL 644 revision 1 as Appendix D.

GE in conjunction with the BWRVIP has developed steam dryer and inspection guidelines
[reference 6]. This document discusses the different dryer configurations and the relative
risk of failure along with analyses of the failure consequences. This document summarizes
previous dryer repair history based on a BWR Steam Dryer Operational Experience survey
issued by the BWROG. Dryer inspection guidelines, flaw evaluation methods, and
operational guidance are also addressed in the inspection guidelines.

BWRVIP-06 Section 4 has been updated to include recent dryer failures [reference 7]. This
document addresses resulting loose parts issues.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Follow the inspection and monitoring recommendations of
GE SIL 644 and the BWRVIP steam dryer inspection guidelines. Incorporate the
generic loose parts evaluation included in Section 4 of BWVRVIP-06 in future plant-
specific loose parts evaluations.
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3.7 Operating Procedures

The BWROG has determined, based mainly on review of the INPO Power Uprate and
Cycle Extension Database (see Appendix B), that inadequate revision of procedures has led
to problems during EPU implementation. A thorough review of all procedures that may be
impacted by EPU must be completed prior to EPU implementation and the affected
procedures must be revised accordingly. Note that this recommendation is applicable for all
plant modifications.

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate plant procedures for all systems and components
that may be affected by EPU and revise appropriately prior to implementation of
EPU.

3.8 Instrument Calibration and Setpoint Adjustments

Based on review of the INPO Power Uprate and Cycle Extension Database, the BWROG
recommends that instrumentation potentially affected by EPU conditions be evaluated for
changes in calibration, trip avoidance risk, and necessary setpoint adjustments. Examples
of instrumentation that may require adjustments are:

* FW flow and ultrasonic flow meters

* MSL low pressure switches

* MSL high flow trip units

* Turbine first stage pressure switches

* APRMs

* Process Radiation Monitors

RECOMMENDATION: Evaluate industry EPU experience and revise
instrumentation calibration and setpoints as appropriate.

3.9 Plant Baseline Data

To provide a reference for historical pre-EPU operation and the effect of EPU
modifications, plant baseline data should be obtained prior to implementing the plant
modifications needed to support operating at the increased power levels; and immediately
after the plant modifications are made prior to operating the plant at EPU conditions. Basic
parameters to be measured for all systems and components expected to be impacted by EPU
include:

* Steam, feedwater, recirculation system, and core flow rates

* Temperatures

* Pressures
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* Radiation levels

* Vibration levels

* MSL moisture content

Vibration monitoring issues are discussed in more detail in Section 3.11.

EPU plant data should be compared with the pre-EPU data. For all unexpected increases or
increases greater than projected, increased inspection of potentially affected components
should be undertaken.

RECOMMENDATION: Perform baseline measurements for all parameters expected
to be impacted by EPU prior to and immediately after making the required plant
modifications needed to support operation at the increased power level. EPU data
should be compared with baseline data, and for all unexpected increases above
baseline plant data, increased inspection of potentially affected components should be
undertaken.

3.10 IVIN" and FAC Program Changes

The process for the management of FAC in nuclear power plants is summarized in EPRI
Report NSAC-202L-R2 "Recommendations for an Effective Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Program" [reference 8]. This process has been accepted by the US NRC and INPO.

One element in the process to control FAC in susceptible piping systems is to model them
using the CHECWORKS Steam / Feedwater Application. This computer program predicts
FAC on a component-by-component basis. The predictions include the current wear rate,
total wear to date, and remaining service life of each modeled component. This allows a
plant to identify and inspect the most susceptible locations and repair or replace them as
necessary before a failure might occur. It is noted that there are FAC susceptible systems
that are not modeled due to unknown conditions such as operating time, actual fluid
conditions, etc.

The CHECWORKS model uses an empirical-based algorithm that is based on thousands of
points of laboratory and plant data. The algorithm determines the current rate of FAC and
damage to date as a function of eight variables (temperature, mass transfer, geometry, steam
quality, dissolved oxygen, pH, hydrazine, and alloy composition of the component- namely
chrome, copper and molybdenum). The laboratory and plant data that was used in
developing the algorithm bound the values typically encountered in nuclear power plant
applications.

EPRI has not identified any instances where EPU has resulted in parameters such as
temperature or flow rate (related to mass transfer) that are outside of the validation range. It
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is noted that the changes in FAC due to EPU are small compared to changes when a BWR
plant implements Hydrogen Water Chemistry or Noble Metal Chemistry because of the
significantly lower concentrations of oxygen in the steam side. Note that the high oxygen in
a BWR reduces FAC rates.

In June 2003, Southern Nuclear made a presentation to the CHECWORKS Users Group
(CHUG) regarding predictions of FAC rates under EPU operating conditions. Some FAC
rates at the Hatch plant went up, while others went down.

RECOMMENDATION: Review IVVI and FAC programs and component status
prior to EPU implementation. Increase monitoring requirement on components that
are approaching end-of-life.

3.11 Flow Induced Vibration (Exterior and Interior)

Since the majority of EPU-related component failures involve flow induced vibration, the
BWROG EPU Committee held a vibration monitoring and evaluation information exchange
meeting of industry experts in June 2004. The committee determined that the current
process of monitoring large bore piping systems in accordance with the requirements of
ASME O&M Part 3 is sufficient to preclude challenges to safe shutdown. Increases in large
bore piping vibration levels are a precursor to increased vibration levels in attached small
bore piping and components. The following recommendations may be helpful in assessing
plant specific EPU.
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No. Vibration Monitoring & Evaluation Recommendations
1. Obtain pre-EPU baseline data for planned data points prior to implementing

uprate modifications that affect main steam and feedwater flow paths.

2. Review pre-EPU maintenance history and operating experiences for recurring
vibration-driven issues with specific evaluation for EPU conditions. Monitor
those components found to have been frequently replaced or refurbished.
Evaluate preventive maintenance frequencies based upon increased EPU
vibration levels of susceptible components. This monitoring may include
vibration measurements.

3. Perform baseline inspections/walkdowns prior to or during EPU outage
focusing on configurations identified to be vulnerable to vibration degradation.
Determine natural frequencies of potentially susceptible configurations. Verify
integrity of piping supports.

4. Inspect both mechanical and electrical joints to ensure proper torque and
locking mechanisms

5. Monitor components at frequencies greater than 50 Hz. (i.e. 50 Hz. to 200Hz.)

6. Consider providing capability to obtain all hard-wired vibration data
concurrently to facilitate time history evaluations.

7. Be aware that installation of accelerometers on small bore piping may change
frequency response. If so, consideration should be given to retaining the
mounting hardware on the piping after test completion (so that the measured
data will align with operational performance).

8. Consider collection of pressure-time history of steam lines pre and post EPU
per EPRI specifications.

9. Consider thermal expansion during installation of accelerometers and
associated electronics.

10. For inaccessible locations, consider the use of redundant sensors.

11. Avoid reinstallation of insulation over charge converters.

12. Consider the use of cameras in high dose areas for low frequency/large
displacement component vibration detection.
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RECOMMENDATION: Perform baseline measurement for all parameters expected
to be impacted by EPU prior to and immediately after making the required plant
modifications needed to support operation at the increased power level.

For vibration monitoring, consider the above BWROG recommendations that were
developed at the vibration monitoring and evaluation information exchange meeting.
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4.0 Conclusions

The BWROG has concluded that implementation of EPU via the approved LTR process
assures that plant safety is maintained. The BWROG recommendations will reduce the
challenges to plant operations during the EPU implementation process and will help assure
that plant reliability remains high.

These recommendations will also significantly reduce the potential that safety components
will be degraded by loose parts from non-safety systems.

Key recommendations developed by the BWROG include:

* Prior to EPU implementation, identify plant component condition deficiencies that
may be impacted by EPU related changes in operating parameters. Identify mitigating
actions or justify the risk of proceeding with the known deficiency.

* Review and disposition issues resulting from the GE/Exelon Extent of Condition
review to ensure that increased component wear following implementation of EPU
does not adversely impact plant reliability.

* Obtain the recommended pre-EPU baseline data (including vibration data), then
compare this baseline data with the post-EPU implementation data and EPU
predictions to ensure that unanticipated impacts are not occurring.

* Consider steam dryer acoustic loads and complete appropriate upgrades/modifications
prior to implementation of EPU.

* Update operational procedures and preventive maintenance strategies related to
systems, equipment, and components when changes may be required as a result of
EPU implementation.

. Evaluate instrument setpoint and calibration requirements for all instrumentation
when changes may be required as a result of EPU implementation.
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Inpacts and Other
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Brunswick 113.5 20 EHC Accum Shorter life for No EHC drain line fittings is not a
1,2 116 10 seals failed a few condensate demin new failure mode but believed

months after filters and deepbed to be driven by EPU, designing
EPU. Failure demins (expected) mod to install flexible
related to connections
operation at Shorter life
interim powers. expectancy for Condenser sensing line

control rod blades determined to be located at
EHC drain line (expected) different points for trip/alarm
fitting at turbine versus operator indication (mod
control valve planned to relocate so that
(unit 1 failed in operators valid indication of
23 months; unit 2 margin to trip)
failed in 8
months). Downpower dose rates are
These fittings higher because of increased
also experienced flow and reduced transport time,
failures pre-EPU. RWP changes required because

some dose rates exceed 10 R/Hr
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and Other
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Duane 112.4 27 None Accumulator on No Increased frequency of the EHC
Arnold EHC FAS lines to (increase accumulators losing their charge

each TCV had a due to due to high gain for the TCV
recent history prior problems position at the interim power
to EPU of losing with main level (not the EPU power level).
their charge, and condenser OEM predicted these swings
the frequency and DW since the equipment was re-
increased after coolers not designed for the EPU power
EPU related to level.

EPU)
Two FW heaters FW heater shell wastage near
have experienced the extraction nozzles was
significant internal occurring prior to EPU. These
shell wastage near heaters were previously
extraction steam identified as needing to be
inlet nozzles replaced due to expected

decrease in tube life from
increased tube vibration at
higher power levels.
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and Other
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Dresden 117 26 Seven specific Reactor feed "Forced Not enough operating time at
2,3 117 14 steam dryer pumps (all 3 Loss Rate" EPU to identify trends on other

components pumps operating, reduced plant equipment other than
no longer a stand- from 3.4% failed components
by pump) to 0.8%

and UCLF
Condensate and reduced
condensate booster from
pumps (all 4 4.72% to
pumps are 1.6% on
operating, no unit Cl
longer a stand-by
condensate and "Forced
condensate booster Loss Rate"
pump) reduced

from 4.5%
to 2.2%
and UCLF
reduced
from
6.12% to
3.8% on
unit C2
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and Other
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Hatch 1,2 115.1 58 None None No During the implementation of
115.1 63 the Unit I EPU, experienced

erroneous high level indication
and subsequent level control on
the high pressure feedwater
heaters. It was later determined
that the heater was experiencing
a phenomenon known as "wall
wetting" due to the additional
flow to the HP heaters. The
sensing lines for the level
transmitters had to be inserted
beyond the wall of the heater to
negate the-additional flow
impact. This problem was
diagnosed as a condition
previously experienced by the
heater vendor.
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Other Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

KKL 119.5 64 None None No As expected, have seen an
increase in iron in the
condensate system that is
indicative of increased erosion
in piping due to the increase in
steam and condensate flow
rates. Possible higher wear rate
on shaft seals of FW pumps due
to higher speed and/or altered
water chemistry.

Plant completed extensive
surveillance, testing, and
analysis program that
accompanied the steps of power
uprate. Power uprate was
implemented in four steps
increases over several years.
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Other Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Monticello 106.1 64 Stator water None No The feed water nozzle discharge
cooling pumps coefficient changes were not
seized within I translated to the plant process
month of computer correctly causing
implementation plant to operate at a slightly
of EPU, design higher power level.
issue for larger
pumps with Turbine component
different replacements with tighter
couplings and packings caused higher
seals vibration during startup.
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Other Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Quad Cities 117.0 15 MSL drain lines ERV actuators Increased Chattering of MSL low pressure
1,2 117.0 24 UCLF due relays due to in appropriate

Small bore piping to forced setpoint
failures on feed outages
pump drain lines Increased condensate pump
and suction relief noise
valves

EHC leaks caused unplanned
Steam dryer load reductions

Steam line drains vibrate at
higher amplitude

RFP TBCCW cooling line
cracked

Loose nuts on 2C RFP disch.
MOV

Pinhole leak on 2B RFP
discharge drain line

High temperature on isophase
bus duct system

Recirc loop sample line wear
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Other Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Quad Cities MSIV supply line to
1,2 accumulator leakage
(continued)

MSIV room cooler leakage

ERV discharge piping snubber
loose

HPCI steam bellows cover
missing a nut off a capscrew
and nut and capscrew in another
location

RWCU valve cracked limit
switch

Loose nut on turbine control
valve

Locknuts and hangers on
moisture separators loose

Survey also summarized
reduced margin issues several of
which have been identified after
the EPU outages. I I
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and Other
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Clinton 110 22 Pre-existing crack No SJAE exhibited chugging
in steam dryer during rapid power ascension at
drain channel Capacity high condensate and lake
observed to factor temperatures.
exhibit 1. 1 inch slightly
growth. higher Turbine pressure spikes

because observed at point where last
operation TCV reached opening point.
is not Partial 3+1 arc admission
limited by implemented in conjunction
licensed with EPU.
power
output. Condensate polisher resins

changed post-EPU to achieve
better chemistry control, which
resulted in lower system flow
rates. This resulted in a
reduction in feedwater pump
suction pressure. Additional
condensate polisher and
improvements to feedwater
pump efficiency (pump impeller
changeout) are being
considered.
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Appendix A - BWROG EPU Survey Summary

Plant(s) Max. Months Component/ Increased Wear Impact on Operational Impacts and
EPU at Subcomponent Rates or Parts UCLF due Other Comments of Interest
Operation EPU Failures Replacement to EPU
(%OLTP)

Clinton Increased feedwater heater wear
(continued) predicted by EPU. Plant is

performing eddy current testing
to quantify changes in heater
tube wear rates.

Flow accelerated corrosion wear
rates in accordance with
predictions based on data
observed after one operating
cycle at EPU.

KKM 110 130 None None No
(122
months
at
110% ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change DeC. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~BWR-3 10 X,

-Moistr - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ a rry o v er _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-3 8 X
Automatic
Reactor Scram
PWR Flux - Axial flux,
Anomoly increased crud

layer at top of
high-powered
rods

PWR Boric Acid 0 Increased fuel
Corrosion of cycle length
valve yokes
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
-or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

Other

Brok| i tten , 0, ,'|- ' " X| ' '.; '- . ||
xtction W. - :-.

Steam at BWR-
plate lead.9 o ~
Excessiv Tue
Failuires inFW

__ __ _ H eater,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-4 100 X
Calibration error
in CS line break
DP instrument

yBWR- EC< X

, ,ausedb , .. .

Pressure-.,
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only

Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially
No. event) Related to PU

or Comment
Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of

Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event
Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-3 Concern
Computer code resolved via
predicts RCIC' analysis
Line may not
isolate
BWR-6 85 X
Condenser
Vacuum Loss
results 15%
power reduction
BWR-6 0 Procedure
Criticality Inadequacy
couldn't be
maintained in 2
reactor startups
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _O th e r

BWR-4 Reactor 94 X
heat balance
error during
EPU
implementation
PWR X
Discrepancies in
vendor
calculations
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r

BWR-3 100 X
Nonconservative
FW temp.
calibrations
result in
operation at
power levels
greater than
licensed max.
PWR 100 X
Nonconservative
time constants
trip channels
PWR Extraction 100 X
steam line
breech
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

PWR Oil leaks 100 Manufacturing
on new heater .ndefect
drain pump defect
BWR-3 Leaking - Manufacturing
seal welds on defect
FW flow
elements
BWR-3 90 X
MELLLA
exceeded during
planned load
drop

B-6
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

._ . . Other
PWR references . X
between CSH
assumptions and
current fuel
management _

BWR-5 Manual 77 X
Scram Generator
Stator Cooling

-BWRt5,Multiple St t'up X
FW-heatertube

~ " le a k s "': ' ' - ' , - - ;: , , , - - - - : , , - ; --. ;_ _ _ _ :,-':_ _ ' _ _ _ _ :_ _ _ ' _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ; _ .

PWR Manual 100 Coil failure
reactor trip in due to age
response to degradation
MFRV failure
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

. , . .Other

De~graded 1W.--.
heater system
-level control
valves- -. ;

0.--. ;,;-:. An:,
. .. -. Y . ..

' ' .' '.' i,% . ,'

.- .." :'- ' ' " .:'.'

'

. . , " ' _, ', .

N-,
- I

PWR Difficulty Startup X
in synchronizing
main generator
to electrical grid
BWR-4 Error in 100 Error in reload
generic analysis licensing
results in non- analysis
conservative
OPRM setpoint
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___O th er

BWR-3 Errors Error in
identified in fuel transient
vendors analysis
supplemental
reload analysis

'BWR- "3 10 0 X
-Excessive EH:

,: pipe vibration
following PU I___I _ :___ __I . . -_
BWR-4 Failure Inadequate
of reactor recirc maint6nance
pump "B"
discharge valve
to close

B-9
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th er

PWR Failure to Personnel
perform full error
flow test of
turbine auxiliary
FW pumps due
to personnel
error
BWR-4 FW 95 X
flow indication
discrepancy
BWR-4'FW 0 X
heater wall - -

thinning and
tube support. -

damage due to -

_____ _ :erosion . ' ; -- . "' -:, ':, . ; ' ,....,'
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r

PWR FW 7 AOV problem
Oscillations
during startup
result in Manual
Scram
PWRTFW 100 Apparent
transient during valve sticking,
MFW pump stop operator
valve testing change after

PU
:- '--BWR-6:Forcded 100 X

, powei red'uctio'n
due toFW

- heater :'stea ;
-:_ :_ '- le'ak '':_ _ -_ _ '-_ _ _ '-_ _ :'_ _ '_ _ :'_ _ -_ _ '_ _ :_ _:_ _-.'a_ _"_ _:'- '_,, -'-' , ,-
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___O th e r

PWR Fuel 100 One fuel
defects defect
PWR Heat - Biofouling
exchanger
biofouling
during ECT
system outages
BWR-6 High- 100 Inadequate
Pressure turbine bolt tension
horizontal joint

__ _ _ _ le a k _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-4 100 GEZIP valve
Hydraulic oil issues
intrusion into
primary coolant I I
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r

PWR Incorrect Drawing
part numbers discrepancy
found in power
range channel
rate circuit _

PWR Incorrect - Software
thermal power problem
calculation
caused by
software
problemr
PWR Larger Fuel burnable
axial offset absorber issue

_ _ _ _ d e v ia tio n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _O th er

PWR Licensed 100 X
max power level
exceeded
PWR Licensed 100 X
max power level
exceeded
BWR-4 Low 41 X
condenser
vacuum manual
scram due to air
entrapment
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ __ ___ ___ O th er

BWR-4 Main 98 Manufacturing
generator causes error
turbine trip and
automatic
reactor scram
due to
manufacturing
error
PWR Generator 100 gound fault
lockout/turbine
trip and reactor
scram
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Dcf. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

Other
BWR-3 MS 90 X
isolation signal
stop valve
testing and
steady-state
operation after
PU.

,BWR-3 MS 100 X.
piping low point

* drain line fails-'
- due to vibration

,__'__, related to EPU ; .,, ; - . , . , . . __-_-_,_^
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

Other
BWR-3 MS 100 Corrosion
safety relief bonding at
valve exceeded disc/seat
setpoint interface
tolerance
PWR Main 100 X
transformer high
oil temp.
PWR Main 0 Installation
turbine deficiency
overspeed trip
mechanism
failure delays
unit startup
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

___________ __________ _________O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-3Manual 100 Poor
reactor scram fabrication
due to an EHC
oil leak
PWR Manual 100 Excess current
reactor trip in in coil
response to
MFRV failure
BWR-4 New Inappropriate
MS line assumption
differential regarding
pressure setpoint drift
switches w/ out-
of-specification
as-found
setpoint
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

Other
BWR V 4S d cket - 00. X >. i, . 7 - :

BWR-4 RFPT 0 Digital fw
control valve control system
oscillations
PWR Turbine 0 X
runback after
normalization of
loop delta-T
PWR Feed Reg Incorrectly
Bypass valve configured
controller cards controller
configured cards
incorrectly
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

____ __ ____ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _O th er

BWR-3 Main Ineffective
condenser cleaning
performance
degraded

,,BWR-3 R ctor' 0'-'
-vessel steam'

dryer structural
sieei bracing -

'_'' ___ 'degraded'. : ' ' -, ' ' . -,
BWR-6 X
Licensed
thermal power
limit exceeded
PWR Blue Inadequate
channel Tavg replacement
response part
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r

PWR Error in Calculational
temporary error
change of
anomalies
surveillance
procedure
PWR Brief 101 Full arc
power excursion turbine control
to 101% _ _ system

PWR Licensed 100 X
max power level
exceeded
BWR-3.Reactor 100 : X.
steam dryer-

. aged. -;
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only

Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially
No. event) Related to PU

or Comment
Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of

Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event
Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

Other
PWR X
Unintended
effects on
secondary plant
PWR Turbine 100 X
runback due to
OPDT
BWR-4 100 X
Operation above
licensed power
due to missed
process
computer
setpoint changes

B-22
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _Other

PWR Over 100 X
Power delta
temp runback
alarms
BWR-6 RFP - X
Sere Inspection
PWR 8 Calibration
Intermediate deficiency
range excore
channel
automatic scram
while shutting
down
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

,_ Other
; BW-3RPlant:. 100 -.- X -" :

shutdown due to -

-da-maged steam;: -.
d ryer -_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-6 Plant 100 Fuel
shutdown to Performance
replace defective
fuel assemblies
BWR-3 100 X
POWERPLEX
input deck errors
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

B~WR-'3BPU~

increased hih
7ftequency.
vibrationi of.,
turbine stop..
valve -
component,

'.es ur _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,, .- ''. ''- . ,,,,. ,,,,,,. - A , - ' ' . _

PWR Reactor 100 Surveillance
coolant system test deficiency
leak greater than
10 GPM
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

Other
PWR Reactor 100 Crud burst
Core Axial
Offset Anomaly
BWR-4 RCIC 100 Extended
Automatic cycle
Isolation during surveillance
Surveillance test
Test
BWR-4 Reactor 100 Surveillance
Scram caused by test
FW Pump Over- inadequacy
speed Testing
BWR-6 Reactor 95 Single failure
Scram due to vulnerability,
MPT B SPR latent defect
Actuation
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
-or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___O th er

BWR-4 Reactor 79 Failed seal in
scram during pneumatic
main turbine actuator
control valve
testing
BWR-4 Reactor 87 Reactor
Trip on High pressure
Neutron Flux regulator
caused by failure
Reactor Pressure
Transient
BWR-5 Recirc 95 X
MG Set B Stops
Exceeded Tech
Spec Limits
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Appendix B - INPO Power Uprate or Cycle Extension Events - Database Evaluation

INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,.,;,,Puimp Vibraton, ,- ; ''.' ,- ' ................. ..;, , - -I
- following PU

- Iplementation -
(G 9suedS

PWR Recurring Crud
Axial Offset deposition on
Anomaly upper regions

l_ of fuel rods
BWR-6 Scram 86 X
during EPU
Testing
(Inadequate
maintenance)
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INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PWR Secondary 100 X
Calorimetric
Inaccuracy
resulting from
Main FW Mass
Flowrate
Inconsistencies

BWR-5 Shift 100 X
Ave. Max.
Power Level
Exceeded
Core Flow X
Measurement
System Summer
Calibrations
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INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-3 Steam - - X; _ D-yer ieFailure - '

BWR-5 SLCS 100 System design
unable to meet inadequacy
requirements of
the ATWS Rule
for a
LOOP/ATWS
Event
PWR Stator 100 Decision to
Cooling Water not perform
System chemical
encountered a cleaning
fast Rise in the
Max DT
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INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

Other
PWR Steam 100 X
Leaks from High
Pressure Turbine
Blade Ring
PWR Inadequate
3 Point evaluation of
Extraction plant
Steam modification
Expansion
Bellows Failure
PWR Tube 100 X
Leaks in LPFW
Heater
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INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BWR-2 Turbine 99 Setpoint error
Anticipatory
Scram Bypass
Setpoints
Nonconservative
BWR-3 Turbine',-'
Control Valve'
-A6cumulator
Leaks caused'.
Unplanned. -

Shutdown

100 X-.

. , ..- - . - I

I. . ,- :

. I. . .

BWR-3 Turbine 100 X
Control Valve
Oscillations
following PU
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INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
or Comment

Vibr. Erosion/ Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O th e r

BWR-4 Two- 0 Manufacturing
Stage Target tolerance
Rock Safety problem
Relief Valve
Pilot Valve
Assembly

_ _ _ _ L eakage__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _

BWR-3 32 Operational
Unexpected procedure
Recirculation deficiency
Pump Runback
PWR Unit taken Foreign
offline to material
identify/repair caused tube
2C SG Leakage degradation
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INPO Event Summary %Power Events Only
Event (time of PU DIRECTLY CAUSED OR INDIRECTLY CONTRIBUTED TO EVENT Tangentially

No. event) Related to PU
-or Comment

Vibr. Erosion / Mod. Calib. Amb. Oper. Def. Pre- Cause of
Corrosion or Def. Temp. Proc. Comp. exist. Event

Install. Change Def. Cond.
Error or

____ ___ ____ __ ____ ___O th er

PWR Unplanned 100 X
Power Excursion
when
Transferring
Main Turbine
Control from
Manual to
Automatic
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t. Perform a one-tlme visual

Shroud Head & Increased flow rate may lead Outaoe extenson dueto examination of the shroud head t changes in FtV have
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ring gussets for wear

____ ____ _______ ____ ___ ____ __ - - Analys~s is expected to

Shroud Support Increased DP. The original design Is more Evaluate the original welded D3 show thai the routWI
RX Internats EPti study addressed boled Outage extension due to robust than the boiled repair can find emergent Shroud access hole cvae to ditn th moev thblte

2Fccslhlecve w & V SS dsgn nttrgialonn unexected failure (derte) design -the probability of problems If performed on an changes in normal (recrrcutationi 03 ye repair. The probabiliy of
repaired) welded design aiat i3sfahlure Is ama!. both pre and appropriate frequency ftow) and accident (EPU fair Tbe reduced
in D3 post EPU modied) design toads afii gtre wl be adrauced

Increased core frlo exit 5pe an onefte aoe if changes InFrV have
Shroud Head & X intemas icread f rt cay l a taeextenion due to changes the flow can find emergent Ipctiarta-time sepaiato occurred post EPU. they

Steam tSeparatorotintiaitrationgcrackingedueen O e fr npectuionofcthe seop at 1ratorn IsntatfltudeFtV frequency or magnitude

Increased flow rate may lead Outage extension due to Perform a wear deifansin tby hve
Feedwater RX intermais to crackin due to changes In Inepete tttreseieattfeedWater flow may tiW can find emergent speonfthFed teocuedPos EPU. they

4 Sparger Flow & Vibratinviron nfrequencxorectss f a alrger s deateto excite vibration frequencies problem If performied on an nsetnofheFdwer Al ye bevintadte
mibaginitreude e nd o ls bOre c anrtil to LaER Ithai did not previously exist appropriate frequency spargers and end brackets for deewletabeieidet, randin the

1. Etabishthe alu oftheidentflication of flowstbsh thevlue thecondii under which
appropriateparameter at which vbainwint occur

increased wear rate on )e Irtcreased core pressure drop spljoint bypass leakage Initiates Improves both the
5Re ums fX intermals NS pupcmoetinldn Otaexesonue (Primarily fuel design drtven) rWI ran find emergent tpump vibration 2. Fkhodo h alrowet Pubrationwedges setmponewes andluriser Ounaeexpetednfilure (due) to drives Jet pump rn~-ratio Prblm itperformed on an Acltethe BWRiP-41 an lik(byelihiatood ofthalrFlw& irain escesadisrunxece fiurs(d t)changes and consequent appropriate frequency recommended inspection of te (bemnatiothof

vibration characteristics restraint gate wedges ('ND-I) to i s) and
verify that there Is no evidence (byut requiring
oil vibration and wear

EPUJ Accele-rated Loss of one Reclc PUM Thwei r pm mtr it No controis are currently In ReMc eicprm oo nlotor replacement6 Reclrc PUiMP Wero i5 Eetiashtorimlr cuedaean is increased due to the paefalrwilonly be know accordance with the High alt yes decreases the probability
motors Degradation shutdown at EPU cocfln attetteo emptate once every 10 years

Ad~ustable Speed Drives (AS~s) ADs have greatly
TeMG sets are nearing the Failr Is Imeitely are being considered for xnprovtx! retiatirititr over

Recirculation pum Known Material NSSS Electrical sthort or simitar, or Loussfoe Rer ckoan pump wltendo theire areeflaiityrL. deetalbu hreae maayeinatQasCte7 muserderaeeaand probabierwideuethere are ipterbfaity. minimal precureor signais of Station. This rnodilicalion al is testing capab'fifltes
avatatdonrosoeityc n pat avnending failure shudbe supported for at 4 provide detectability prior
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After Recirc pump speeds are
TereaSed to levels not If In FtV have

Recir flow sensin Vibration and fatigu to fasur Vibration problems are No controls are currenthy In reviouslr attined, inspect the occurred post EPU. they
Acoustic Dhieel evident In steam side piping. placed failure wit only be Rereo dop flow sensi tines

12oth' AayhRdre Oos NSSS Falowba & nasu ce otmyZd to br1S 8 cabt on of swithoe potbng c eatn eand an yes wlbe mhdetates the st

13 Thns to r o 6era5e but smatteborn water systems knon at mthe time of and other sma!e bore piping in delectabily ranng Is8 sandbther no eak tor deate t av not been addressed tene he drynse that are attached toderved
_ Returc system during each of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the upcoming outages. _ _ _ _ _

Replace MSL flow DP' switches Bohthe probabitity of
This equipment has a history dn are c with pressure transmitters and a uand

Main Steam tine AOt Driven NSS Fo nue irto afr fteD thscnof fanure prior to Ept . fiuewl onyb iia trip unts Option: replace aeIrve
g 13 lwidce irto aueofteD'sicls can ease virto mae t lae. f imu e o one switch Ineach MS kmand excep ye tetbst apres iprove

cau sea derate failure more ikrely, but high In cwn at the e ontroh (oe with n r essreboth cases ooirnedegradations and aipist PM (dn) urnimt. e n ia i

________ _____________ ____________ _____________ ______________accordinglyunt

Operators currently have no l e ce * Severity of consequence
I controls are rnty in o operator guidance for and probability are both10 peatr raiin Rdued ps TrgiaicefoiracorNresSeSpertoeEto lediguosxisin pobemsmaeuriengac. aarewitonyeesresdecstreasedtsduin at ye dorase rbovprveAnalyi Margin cotolrsetback during toad scram by EPtU known at th ln Of a oad dro operator training

redutionoccrrence

No controls are curre~tly in sesNf I esbet Seve bintyo conequence
rsse ReueOps&The adequacy of the existing Operator Error leading to Existing probiem. made worse place, failure witl only be inrassess Ith is fesiblpeswtO anapoabliyarebs

11 Presure educedOps & NSSS theoin0unperEdUpressureis at byesP dnoweatsth timeofnby as-ingConrtrowlrSetpoinltnlyi Margin a unknownamcbytEollknown at t s "In

There Is no evidence that this
flx~tyotins-fysiuaio ctalyoccurred Failure is tIinmediletey ReiwEPt Impacts Of flxblt Reve ofIpt

12 Sfety Analysis Reduced Ops & NS35S in place at DIOC may not be ncretinput may lead to (tis was specifically reviewed detectable upon review ofth options in ptace at Dresden and atl yes eitminates the possiblitty
Analysis Margin cossetwith the EPUJ task LER or plant shutdown duigthe safety sytemns flexrbity options versus saet Oud offilr

evaluationrs & analyses review, and no such situation analysis Inputs
wsIdentified

noedeof calibration
13 Thermat Power Reduced Ops & NSSS5 Riskc of exceeding lienned Incorrect thermal power The current measureout knowledge of loop Investigate the calibration acrcy Increases the

Cacuaton Aalsi Mrinpoerraig alultonledig oLE acuay s nkow albrtinacairacy, theme are accuracy of the Main Steam flow at yes delectbility and
CaclainMagn oe rtngclultonlain o E ccrcyI nkon no effective controls Instrumentation doesed probability of

an ocacurence

RE-evaluate the reactor heat
balance and Thermo-Kit for

Risk of exceeding licensed Dresden and Ouad Cities. Plant and unit unique
pwrrating - the POLB Wvithout knowled~ge of the uin on: plant specific thero kit incrse the

14 Thermal Power POBise prahused resulis In a icretthermal power The extent of the non- eenof parameters, coni¶stlencdy at no delectability and
Caculation oncservattve calculation cluainleading to LER cosrvts Isunw theme are no effective contmois betwenreato and turbineadecreasesfthe probaben it

for Dresden because of etblneadacpaityoancurne
dfeecsIn the RWCU flow, o process copter heat

balance Input parameter
eewerflow and temperature

Staior bare are currently Continue Irnplementation and do Imlmntto of th
beyond the manufacturer Inspectios can deemn the not delay the Main Generator MOfP de eases the

Conitonssue c tastorp~ banlrs fa lrea tong fcorooendess Therain extent of degradation, but the Material Condition Improvement atl yes probability of failure, and15 Man enraor KnwnMaeia TG xtndd hud2 ageneraor haosess Thig O Ct duration between Inaprection Is Plan (MCIP') and the 'Long Term triProves the detectability
Codtolsusctsrpi eao alr eairaewictor hacceleratesh currently inadequate Asset management Strategy' for o h odto

whichaccelrate of teCitiesio
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Perform a one-time Inspection of InspectIons wit determine

1 Satorn vtih sator water Ou Failures et occurrdW (at This component Is addressed the Internals of ft Generator a degradation Is actualy
Sttrcoig Acoustic Drvn TIG Flow Induced vibration emeaueeagto NPndD)ndhiIste by the current PM program, but Stator Coofirg Water occurftn. and

temertuem Viobrtons generator trip and sarn most tikcely compon ent to ftfailure would not be~ eviJn at yes nrffrfo djsmetofP w
temperature unti t tacualy occurs degatlon caused by vibration. decrease the probability
ontler Adjust acorig fa .

to Upstream 480 V bu ma be Condition Is caused by EPU Measure the ISO-phase bus Coparison of actual to
Powr siply ocuenatirioveloaedundr crtin ndrvotag cndiim replacemenit of existing 50 HP ftirot odto Is cooling fan motor afcurens oe deterignne Ifa prolem

I17 ISO Phase Buts T/G OWl~idLnit i prtr ~22 P1-11 nevlaedeterninie the HP. and compre Drs no detexmistsf probemin
CP)fnclrs Deicienciles loading cnditions, causing nworiaround.to mtorsawltht 2 HP merotod .~ metely detectable the values to the design values

lwsystem voltage pre* and post EPti in ELMS. Re-analys i required prob(ablrty low)aiur

1. Reset the generator hydrogen
gas pressure LOW alarm to 58
psig. and update the alarm

GnrtrMisunderstanding of procedures 2. Upgrade the 0 &
Indeuaeeooinator .oeraztig generator MVVA curves at An alternate monltoring point OC cprtons. m 'iteiace imiproves both

Geerto ovmatn ura4twed and ontoher poceurot _e s, along withes _ at no Ydetcailt nc nd do fconditions can cause e through e process o te p , to et tthei eeds a
18o to Ts and degradatio othen sortingto siiort circuat or trip nondtio to cua howve campN

Few er tobp et or I r t prooaby d nev e xb a onpan.tostiate e Of fallure
pressuru seipinto nsh between theMVr A capability via fth

anw, and the specific hydrogen
pressure range between 58 and

84pslg.

Cnest.At pumps In fth water deivery Assess the feaslbiTrty of
0 t Condensate Redued vatet Fto BOP chainbarest reue fohh nor Loss of any pump leads to Noavpaticn mpg caability Pbeentor wn l a n ly PM beroo t ope paeiatncpaiPtyth Iont Abilgay tnd th pgsr

bogster and AnaOPsis poperation at EPU thermal Loser f erate atroad continuous duty leads to power with 2 reactor feed pufps at yes pumping capability
Feerwatnd Aays power. No standby or epare Io high probabtiy of failure and 3 condensatecondensate mprove al three pneb a

tavilable booster pump comnination.

Cnest. P e lw P ae offth LosFor current design, perorm an Running at the best
Pump are nnng off d their No controls are currentiy In analysis and testing to detebo irmne

2 ondenste waterFo OP best efficiency points, leading of any pump leads to Cavdtation damage has been Poe. failure wit only be e optiemum operating poit w
s and Requirements to potential cavitation and powerrderate observed known at the tme of c i at which to start and at yes atecavitations and

Feedwater pumps wmrPer wear occurrence op the condenAt tehcondensate minimize the probability

st and feedwaler pumps f falure

Pumps are running off of their No controls are murrently in Perform a one-time boroscope

21 Condensate Feedwater Flow BOP best efficiency points, leading Loss of any pump leads to Cavitation damage has been place. failure win only be examination of at 4 condensate Improves te detectabnlitypumps RequIrements to potential cavitation and power derate observed Murown at the tirne of pump Inpelera duing the next a yes o faure
ermpeller wear occurrence outage. Adjust PMA accordingly

Insttail proxImIty probes of
CodnaeadPumps ame sunning off of their No controls are currently In ultrasonic flow measurement

22 Condensate ad Feedwater Flow best efficiency points, leading Losof any pump leads to Cavitation damage has been place, failure wit only be device to attain enhanced Improves the delectability
2 Codnae Reluirements toP potential cavitation and pwrderate observed tionat the tim of performance monitoring for am yesI Of failr
booter pumps impeller wear occurrence condensate and condensate

. _ _booster pumps
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Inspect one feedwater discharge
PUPLower flwprpnpat EPUj check vSIVe at the next outageFeedwater cuncp Feedwater Ftow Falture of hinge pin can block Loss of pump flow can lead to L fbw per pu onitoring and PM program and perform check valve Improves the detectability

Requirements flow with disc displacement derate - potential loose parts exists monitoring to manage the of la"ure
calves e wear potentlt of acceberated wear on

the hinge bushin

Increased process

24 Feedwale pri PWeArceorae Excessive pump seat leatkage Pupoto-eriefrsa tenperatures can Icreawse MoioigadP rga evelop a uniform PM template a ys Improves the probabilIty
seats t Wear o BOP o cess to envionment replacement leads to derateb aging of etastomers. Buna-N Moito for reactor pump sealt es of tbreDgaaincomponents specifically exssreplacements

dentified as vulnerable

if changesIn FVhave340 tMon In ppng v Vibration problem are tNo controts are currenity In Pe form a one-time inspection of ost Pu they
MOn be t toC Feedwater Fkwevt evidenm in steam side piping, place. failure wit only be the relays mone In the be w nthe

25 Me3wtOr ABC A s Drivenb BOP now inpass c panels. and can lead to batequyte eknown at the lime of peedwater system panels near y ecbty rank Iseayvirtosassociated equ~i...,ont haveth edtrpupomc -d
shrutdown or derate not been a sed occurrthe fEPd pump rono

With a3 pumps In operation at Pus A O d wh cy oati tfuncton th Cna e tosolv theCondensate andsea ls ay be Inao contt e are cumnty Ie of the Chanet by isoef is
Condensate EPm conditions, the mininur maged. relief val may th n Is paefailure will only be t he nd teond ate EPfn bypass shortfal at

itow valves AO ftC av CondItion issues inadequate. OC has manual causing intemnal plant h'adeqwite konat th tieo booster minin"i 110w valve Action Is necessary, but

401Industry standard Is automatic dorshut nu normal ope rionn

Water Delivery

bysts vle A Perform sizing calcutation for the34pass Move 343AOhstpup pr~a Pumps seats may be Condensate/Condensate Aa (ndresulting
MO3401.damaged.3. eitvales maynlftn pren tesignt No controls are aritrietty In Booster mein flow valves to verify modifcation) will reduce

27 401ABC, Feedwater Flow EPIJ conditions, the minimum dmg. eefvlsmafitTecrnteinIs place, failure will only be margin at the new design at yes the probability ofM2 42 BM Rqirmns SOP bps cpciy (and potentially not reiseat) inadequate known at the lime of pressure and temperature. oorrneto a small
M03402 ABC.MO Requiremens now bypass capacity usininternal plant ocrec dqaefo aaiiya

3202 ABCO. MO inadequate. todng. Derale or shtdw ocurneaeiyadqaeuewcpbi~ya
3202 ABCD. MO teEPLI operating conditions
3204 ABCO. and wihatl Pumps running
MO 3202.

Evaluate the temperature
Temperature Change In flow characteristics Ncotlselement thennowelts In the Evaluatin and design

element Falinur has been observed at Ncotlsare currentlyIn condensate, condensate change (if required)may dlltve fmatching of Failure of a themnowell can pl pro-f and post-EnlyIb
elemen In Acustic riven OP sheding fequefailure willh reonly pbetboosterri andhefemedwfterstsrystem allatyesysreducese thecs probabobabiiyyof

wa terweltsvr Vibratios naua rqece ftee require derate knon t he im to1 etiminate concemn with erosion failure to better than Pre-
systems components ocurneand vortex shedding failure EPL) valuies

vuinerability

Perform UT for general pipe wait
Teprtr hnge in flow characteristicash No contrl are currentiy In hnnn near an insialled UTand entry Into FAC

elementemaysacceleraterflowatilurerofwalthen hewell canisgFeedwater Flow BCOP Fayllure beenw observed herowll an:P thermowfat on heateronlyibe improves the delectablythemboth prpace.faande wilsonyEbe obwnstem of a BorC" all ye of the conditon. and the2 deley Requirements accelerated corrosion of these rqiederatebt r-an otEI known at the time o heater, If erosion Is occurring. probbilit of occurrerrce
wtr(carbon steel) components ocurneenter the comrponent Into the

FAC program
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Failed sample probes In the Failure of a sample probe can No controls are currently hI Redesign and tvstal tte change (d requsiedn
30 water detivery SOPteedwtel condensate, arnd lead to a loose part, causing Exsigcorifto placie. failure wlill only be Condensate, condensate II ye reduces the probability oil

d ssues condensate booster system outage extension to look for E onn at the Mm d booster and feed ter system a fal to etter than
require replacement the part (derate) occurrence sampte probes that have fated EPU values

Evaluate condensate system td2
Crange In flow charactertslcs FaM" of a sampl prob can Nocnrlar urnl n nd 02 injection quilts tha Evaluation and design

Condensate Acousi Die may drive matching of vortex en to a loos pailt NOsn alr asbe bevda co.t falre currony e~ :xetend Into the flow stream to dinge (if requiredl)
3F systemre t2 6 02 SOP shebeengeueedaptta fa tuP wiate conce aboto at yes reduces the probability ofVirtos-apetn anto oo fri both1 prm- and post-EPU m'own at the time of breatt" caused by Increased failuro better than prm-

Injection t vibitrations natural frequencies of these e pail (derate) ns woame f and/or flow hiduced vath es
componentsthpatdete

vtbration.
Develop, plan, and perform one-
time vibration measurements at
ower levels of 777 792 807t Charadcerizaton of
822, 837, 852, 87. 882 and vibration charactertstics

Vibatge ofal ration problems are No controls are cu.rently in 912 IA'e on susceptible emiail wifi decrease the
32 Systms maslow ouce vibration Of smaFw-bore piping can lead t s s P probability of failues.Vibrations debutesmailboe water sysems known at the time of and the feedwater and Identificationi of problem

brpiigtshdonodrae have not been addressed ocreecmpnaebooster systems. equipment may decrease
Asuethat the data Is teprobab"lt of

oharadertked hI term of occurrence
eerdwater flow rate, not electrical

Chraractertzation of
Plan and perform a detailed vibration characteristics

Water etivery Vibration and fatigue to failure Vbration problems are No controls are currently hI inspection wakidown of the wall decrease the
33 Sytems large st hiDriven of large-bore piping or evident hIn steam side piping, place, failure witl only be condensate, condensate aill e probabIity of failure.

bSore piping attached components can but smail-bore water systems kown at the time of booster, and feedwater systems idetifpication of probem
lead to shutdown or derate have not been addressed occurrence similar to the main steam pPing equipment may decrease

wakldown the probability of
orurrence.

Condensate and Instail flex hoses on at 4
condensate VbratIon and fatigue to failure Vibration problems are No controls are currently hI TBCCW tines to the condensate Flex hoses are himmne

34 ber pump Acut en SOP FlwInducedvibratin of the water supply to these evident hI steam side piping, lace, failure witi only be and condensate booster pump for vibration failure.booster poumprs Vbaciousti rvn ~ ~ nue irto components can lead to but sarea-bore waler systems known at the time of bearing; housings, and the 3 redudnig the probability
and reactor feed shutdown or derate have not been addressed orcurrence reactor feed pump seal cooling of failure
pump seals tnes

Inspections will deterrttne
VFdration and fatigue to failure Vibration problems are No controls are currently hI erform a one-time inspeetdon 0d o degradtion h actusly

Feedwater PUP Acousic Driven of e water supply to these evident In steam side Moing, place, fatbre wtil only be one of theactr h pubb occunvls, and
35 mts flow valves cmOP Flw iduced viration components can lead to but smail-bore water systems known at the time of reinfovales and at y dusent of PM WM

and opera to htown or rate have not been aressed ocurrene peratoractuator Adjust PM decrease the probability
Shutownor erat hae nt ben adresed ~ rrnce ccodinlyof failure.

Inspections will determine
Feedwater heater Vibration and fatigue to failure Vibration problems are No controls are cuerrenty hIn Perform a one-time hIspection of 4f degradation Is actually

38 Isolation vaioes Acutfrie OP Flow induced vibration of the waler supply to these evident In steam side piing, place, failure whit only be the HP healer Inlet Isolation all ye occurring, and
and operators Vibrations components can lead to but sinaI-bore water systems known at the time of MOV operatortactuator. Adjust '~ adjustment of PM witl

shutdown or derate have not been addressed occurrence PM accordingly, decrease the probability
of failure.
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Obtain vibration radings and inspections will "|deterin
Feedwater releVbron an t e to falu Vibration problems are No controls are currently In if dc radataon Is acteally

37 eeblateon valves APouswtnducdDvii io of the water supply to these evident in steam side piping, place. fatlure wil only be rome a~ Ionlatioe nspeOV a o ea occurring. and

37 isbwn vatves S tinOP iFlowIduce vibration c oetrnado t n am e. aetirwrye adthe FVio Ftr Re taOV al yes a~tment ofPM wiit

operators Vibrations components can lead to but small-bore water systems known at the time of operaolatatr Ad PM decuslnse th pobaPM ilt

shutdown or derate have not been addressed arccrdingly, of ftldr rea

Inspections will detenmine
eFowale reLPef Vibration and fatigue to failure Vibration Problems are No controls are currently In Inspect valve internals and If degradation Is actuallyNoainv~ o rvnof the water supply to theae evident In steam side piping, place, faiture will only be operator actuator of one FRV occuning. and

3 e regating Vibratons components can lead to but smal-born water systems known at the lime of and me Low Flow RegYuating ad°isI Of PM Wi

operators shutdown or cerate have not been addressed occurrence Valve per outage decrease the probability
Of failure.

Inspections will determine
Vibration and fatigue to failure Vibration problems are No controls are currentiy In Perform a one-time inspection of If degradation in actualy39 edeater stin inlt ousi ra i BO velob of the water supply to these evident in steam side piping, place. fatlure will only be the ILI heater strin Inlet MOV occurring and

390 h eoersato inl Vcbratpons BOP Flow hduced vibrton omponents can lead to but smallbrn water systems known at the wtme of operatorfactuator Adpust P all yes adfustment of PM willshutdown or derate have not been addressed occurrnce accordingly, decrease the probability
of failure.

Inspections will detemn
vaton and fatigue to failure Vibration problems are No controls are currently In vebr t reading and of degradation In actually

40 CondensateOP Flow ItntiucDId vfi eation the water Supply to these evident In steam side piping, place, failure will only be Isapedt one Condensate mm~ S yes orin~ and V
flow valve operator Virat components con lead to but maic-bore water systems nom at the time o ow vae opeatortc adustnto wi

shutdown or derate have not been addressed othemnce dces t probability

43 Feedwater Vibrationandfatiguetofailure Vibration proclemunaredNocontrols - a re rrently h Insptvalve an n inspections will determine
Insperctvator of oI degradation In actuallyof the water supply to these evident In steam side piping, plac. faure wi only be ope edwater

44 Feedwater e alers O Dra ven BOP Fow nducedvibrationder Fedae Dwaterhg atOVut 1- n oMnt oad icrm "b = 1 Cn yes ocurinand

VibrationeMOV s components con lead to but arnal-or water systems known at mhe time of ~±adadlfustnment of PM will
shutdown or derate have not been addressed ocureceisual Ofrfadecreas epobblt

veta frhe as u unelt ofsnD filure. rd cueo

inspections wiov determineVbainand fatIgue to failure Vibration problems are No controls are currently In Perform internal Inspection of if degradation In actually
42 Feedwater suction AcutcDriven SOP Flwinuedvbrto of the water supply to these evident in steam side piping, place. fatlure will only be the Feedwater Suction Relief an ys n

relie valves Virtoscomponents con lead to but small-bore water systems known at mhe time of vavsto determine if internal al dutetOf PM Vil
shutdown or derate have not been addressed occurrence wer In occurring. decrease the probabitity

ontrnanInstall 2xt welds lor an Addition of 2xi welds
43 Feedwater suction Known Material SP ExIstInig problem, lack of weld Failure may require a unit Failure has occurmedi exontsorl andPMor pogrmfedwwreutnleie ale atl no reduces the probabetty of

relief valves Condition Issues metal derate to rearPeiul erlssannd atalo n o wls curnlitotti faiture

Teprocess fluid velodlty for
0usd Cities at EPUJ conditions

EUAelred(llfI NW) Isoutslde of the Reclassify the feedwater Tmlyitra
4 Fedae laePIJea Acelrated Erosion andlor vibration duelt Feedwater healer ou-f heat exchsanger institute MntrgadPMpoam healersl to a category IIand Tiel winternal ov
44 Fetae etmDegradation floncese 1w service con lead to drte recommendation of 10 ftfse ontrigad Mprga develop a lime directed task for On yeme dns etecabliynTherefore mere In the exists tneternal inspections (eddy bot ofe oelccubreynce

potential for lube faiture due current lestINg)prbiltofcurne

to erosion, vibration, or steamImpingement
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PanIPhae _lochneefetv Failure of the valve to function The probability of fallu Is Perform torqu calculattons for Performnitg the sizing
45 . er _ s can allow waer induction into lowbothpre andpostEP1J, Valefalurcanleadtowater hOe h and bLpale inOles calculations wn reduc

RapastorqueRerequrememerits a orrMV the tnrbirre, leading to a due to the formnat torqute introduction without wanting acutr to veif caail to of flrad lw)e

tubn almadsra agn nM sisobtae flow, probability alur

Dresden 3 C FW heater Is
operating with significant tube
pKugiIng (17%) well In excess Existent condulon. and the Develop a ostefective solution Reducing the DP returns

U esden C W n Matel t ROP of manufacturers (Yuba) FW heater out-of-senrice can poteial exists for additional MoniftoringandIPtprogram to reduce the DP aross the D3 Only no tprobability of fature
Heater Condillon Issues reoaedlos (10%). lead to derate tube fatlures or divider plate exists Dresden 3 C2 FW heater 10pr-EPU levels

Divider plate has been drilled failure
to allow operation at EPU
conditions

Higher pressure drop
nocreases the probablty of

Excessive pressure difference Prsec of heR ratr of the resin beads. Evaluates need to reduce thvlaioefte urn
47 Dres Mtnrs d nns e onThue0% Pressure gages and control pressure drop and afarntrrpoin D3 Only 7 dConitin ssus bdscanpas rsin ino he aneffect waler chemlslryr. m sein the probabity after roomr atarm across the derein resin bedsaryo tisfcos47 DednRePnVoniinIsusbd calasrsn note adng to derate. or shiidotEPIJ, however the overall during cleaning opayeortetrskfacor

oabttity s medium In both
situations.

IPresence of resins in the RPV Root faire due to No controls a10 cunsy In institute 4-year preventative Appropriate PM
48 Dresden denrrlns B~~ OP Firu of rennrfzrbo an effect water tempera. ture and radiation place, fallure will only be mitnnefeunyfr D ny n rqec ilrdc h

leading toyx ognV of deraatoel, or sht downn aoadd denmkieraltzer rubber boot probablittpy of failureConitin Isue cn pss esis kt he PV eadng o erae. r sutdwnoccurred prior to EPU occurrence

in 03 Replacemn of fatled
Cretyfatled oxygen probe CretInforrmation requIred CretqupntroesReplace biased 02 0rb I 3 Onlyiyesnbetter 02 data

49 W Oxygen Probe KnwSatra OP quitl geometry glues biased to address high Iron content In Curn squiment prvds None FWpO and obanmr 3Ol yequipente wil providCniinIssues 02readings for feedwaler Feedwaler accuratsurmet eas mns o probability offallure Is

Deterrine the cause for the
higher than expected
condensate wn Influent In at 4

Ifluent Iron concentration haml onenrl .si unilts For Dresden 3 only. lake Reducing the Iron
Condensate Fedatrnecreased '-50% or more In at ig Wterca C~lea t Wfabfr5 frelunkmI Warch isymotrng actio to reduce the effluent effluent to CPI
50edemansrandlFACSRP units. Plant CPIo ~ ae a la ofe alr for foieflennWnisnatr heWsryl evet to estatrtishred guidelines. atl yes recomreendations wilt50 deitnd FAC Feuredwteow BOP _ aAadCRD sticking. Either c unntyexceede inD3 W rcheami hym Ino plateso
program Rqhmnseffluet has bee ex ceede at a will CR0d sticking. Ete urnl xeddi 3 pormI npaePotenttal actions include an reduc vie probability of

03 caewilladtcert.eased In 02 levels, coaling hefatlure
sucpIblron sourice

ation, or increase prenltier

Higher pressure drop
ec-eases the probabl"y of

Excessive pressure difference RPV ~ facueOf the resin beads. Reeadrpaeetc nincreasing the orifice size
Feedwater Flow aeO o ssde resnerar reint ca tht m e e Is a Pressure gages and control Rde and dlace or D3 Onywi reduce e pressure

51 Dedndris RequiRmens bdscan pass rein walMeer nneistry. ocseinthe probabifflyrafter deaierterII bpssflwr3Ony o drop, and reduce the
RPV leading to derale, or shutdownt roomow alaheovma line for 03 probtitllty of failure

proabdity Is medium In both
situations.
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trnifuent tron concentration has P F Adding additIonal
rncreased -50% or more hI at Accelerated FAC can cause CPI for efuent Iron Is Cornosion Insplcoions at te locations to the FAC

52FACprgrm waeter Flo BO units. Increased flow, velocity watl thinnning In piping, leading currently exceeded In D3 u Existing FAC program exists. condensate booster pump program witl Improve the52 FAC Requram r nts ma BOcrease FAC the to shtnn d/or ted tn e soureoteybut may not coe at potential discharge nozzles and at yes deciiy yan reduce

carbon steel condensate outae (derate) untenod n l n downstream of flow element Me pnobabiiity d the)n iipp' ondesate(6-t) unnown3441-27. Deermine Inspection fli
trequency based on results

Modiffy the condensate pumrp
Condensate and lnceased h-on loading leadling Excessive pump seal leakrage Increased Iron loading seal c~ootng configuration to take Reducing the kmo loading

53 condensate Feedwater Flowt upsetlaaeo cntk upcrto ae hepoaiiyo Pump seals are visually sel cooling water fronm a point a
r " or _ _ the pbaity of mon dr startup downstream of the denerater a yes to the seats wit reduce

bosterl Putp Rqtetsfailure service and lead to derate fatlure rather than from the discharge of rthe Probability of fatlure

A design pressure nrismatch Opening (and potential tack of There es ccneentay steep
exit between pump and FW eseatin) of teedwater retief evidence of relief valve
reater tube; potential for valves can endanger weepin idlcation that the
overpressurizatlon (if pesonnel and has potential situation has occurred. The Resolve the overpressure

LI heatrs, drai n Isolation, umps wit operate for flooding of plant areas and pump change causing the condition on LIP heaters and Action wt reduce the

54 and Known Material SOP a485 preg vs FIN heater power reductions overpressure potential was None drain cooters, consistent with at yes bility of failure to a
aroidequip lvent K "design pressure of 450 psig) performned prio to EPU system design and retief valve lwvalue

se"point conditions

Process biud and
Inability of a valve to change environmental temperatures A PM program exists. however Ensure that actuator Plts for Basig the PM freqluency

EPU Accelerated Aging of eBastonters u to state _ e. open or dose) or be have icresed post EPU. the assumed temperatures critical AOVs I the FW and on actual operating
Feedwaterand eaoek light due to elastomer Sina temperature increases may be inconsistent with post condensate system are based al yes conditions ipoproves both
Condensate AO egrWear orSP ime rcs ano derdto.sticking. etc. past imitin terrperatures can EPP operating C0otditkal* tmpmue cnitntwt hedtcablt n

Derdto mna epeaue latsudwno oe ray significant effects on Hence there has been a onre
thermal aging of etastomer decrease deectab the actual operating conditions. probability of fasure
componntts in AOVs

Process fluid and
inability of a valve to change environmental temperatures A Pu program exists, however

EPU Accelerated Aging of lslm det stale P~e open or close or be have Inrae post EPU. the assumed I ebiasorers In susceplibie valves Replacement of Butts-N
57 QC demin system Weatton BOP _leak tight due to evastomer Smal temperature increases may be inconsistent with ps such as the bacuwash W OC On yes elastomer wit decrease

AOVs We dar orBP inrae pioc and/or degradation, sticking. etc. past Simiting temiperatures can EPUJ operating cod " valve In the 0uad Cities the probability of failure
aenviromental temperatures Plant shutdown or power have significant effects on Hence there has been ae

alainog of elasomer d In deectability.t
copnnsin AOVs

Specifications K4Ofl0 and
The pressures and IcretIfrainndsgnR441 tshould berevsd to
temperature In this piing dncorrent irationn leadesg to Pwt h pcfctosprovide a new piping design Correction of tMe

Codnaeadhave Ireased post-EPU. bu douetto a edt ro oEI if~ Good design practice would temperature of approximately57 d aead Dcuetto O hecrepnigerrors In design or were corect, and there rikely find the spectilication 14OF and design pressure of a5t no rpedcestheat pnfrobblityof
57 system pipin and Deficencieste orepndn procurement, leading to probability of occumrrece was tilduscsenctshe5 psi fabtheiondesat

components specifications have no potentialnsfatenceesderale. orflowheoccurrence
updated to reflect these poerita falr.dr .o o.system piing between the main ocrec

changescondenser and the condensate
booster pump Suction.
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Reactorfeed pump There Is an apparent Improper set pressure can TrelIs no evidence that Asses the dierenmce be n Evaluation of the currentReacto feedsituation does not change
ti r DocumentatIon BOP discrepancy between the set led to valve lift, overpressure vav fift has actually Lt h ately aparent the set points at Dresden and as no atisk nD

valvstit~ Deficiencies pressures for these valves at of components, and power occurred, eihe pre- or post- Lfiskneataprnt Quad Cims for~io nyo the riskr edwihu f ators.p
Dresden and OC reductions EPUI pump suction relief vaivis changes

e Lv R t prv Operator traInIng based on hgher transient rates due to Actual F an cdri ntlY DEvelp une ana ti m el fnprOhed sOderntur
Ao Feedlater i eve Reducsd Oios & NSSS tun e s n o icorrect expectations can rnfor perfomane dog olt Le gthe PWLC system to better at yes training and decreasescontrol systemn Mrargin adequate poteulatit t Es nraease the potential h a nd ponstnosisitenn wirate ams anv and decrasen

rnosiest behavIor dtooperator eoi operator error rp fos.adpredict tevessel levels. ot the probability of operatorunanticipated an ta d

Evalt.ie, tune and test te

et eeatWer e swcystem S rot tmproper tuning oil the situation only occurs i No controls are currently hI FWLCS for desired off-rated Impro system tuning80 Fedae Lee eue p & NSS tuned correctl for of ora FWLCS can result to water the plant is ron to these off- plcfatlure will only be pump coniditions a(it 2 PUMPS asl yes udecreases the probatility
cnrlsyttem Anlyis Margin ina.2epmp)transients, trips, and normal conditions, and Is not knowivn at the time of operatso4 Incorporate off-waelvl anet

le2Pii)operation ptnilLERs aireny done OwreCCU normal conditions Intoheaerlvltrnin
____ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ analyticat m odel

cs Inspect offgas condenser
Sapper valve 2. RE-evaluate~- ~ EUAoirldFaueo h fgsfa~ Other plants hav meoroabiit o falue are currently In Task Repout 801 .Iseto ilh p

Inrae suyehnt expeRienCed fanir ofnthe N onrl

Ofga one W EL e leror t NSSS Falve, moat ikel higa thper open f h h poaiilyo aieI place. fatur will only be seen recomnmenrdation to operate with all yse s ecinwtoioe
fSappe rvalve p os t tapper valve without low. both prb bandpsd tnEJ n an outage Inspectio tb oilatys ndense d

Der oponaflow (procedure
chnge)

82 Offigas gland sea EPLI Accelerated Fatlure of the gland seal to xplaents falr fte Tepobblt ffieI No controls are currently In Inspect gland mel condenser Inspection Wil Improve
62Wear or NSSS Slapper valve, most likely toIn ~ow aue th theeprbbltyo aiuei place, fatlure witl only seein Sapper valve for evidence of at ye deetbltfaprvalv DSrdto pe oiinfapper valve without low, both pee- and post EPUI during an outage tospection wear

SapperoDegradation mpact

Potential overeating ofteOhrmn of temperature Improve the detectability of DS
Dresden Mtain EtAcleae mepasuemn ofs bar d o vretn of bee bars can Oeeaigis unlikely due to measurement exist - increasehihtmeaueb

63 genertorcce- ea r or TA3m wef dctd to generator trip with improved cooling capabilirty intemperature would be providing readily accessible D3 Only no odfction Itorroveei
phase bus bares erdto tic~~rom-E' e~rtr monitors on the detectabilitythtthe location of the max mcogizeduevn though theh Io-pas

exetdtemperature maismmynot be known

Decreased life of
Increased tosoluble Iron to the CRD/CRGTs can lengthen nraeteqntykiheIcasgtenubro

Fedae lwreactor waler can enter the outages. Severn situations increased Iron loading seen Pstcu ~ aete~ ~ teIcesn h ubro
64 Control Rod Drives NSSS CRD or control rod guide tube. may lead to toability to tonsert post-EPLI Increases the P~ nlddI uae outage template of control rodRequiremenits tepaevacuuming If there Is evidence olth Re vroabuumed ofaureduereducing the operational life of of withdraw contro rods, probabillty, of fatlure temlae th es C s parobablit ofduce

this equipent averseey affecting fuel and icesdio ocnrto
control rod utitzatin.
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Increased Insoluble ron in the Additional HtC mafitenance inspections wilt detennine
reactor water can enter the can tengtihen outages. During sct eduled HCS I degradation Is actualty

oeeret CR0 or control rod guide tube. Severe situations may head to Iacraxed hoin loading soon P~ Inctude Inotg overhauls, Inspect the 135 an occurring, anid65 Contro tRod Feedw teri Flo S ten entertefitei In thme iablty toIser tofwithdraw tost-EPU Inrwe s sth htuehe 138 fters tor determine If tYe ootln yes

Units i-CUs. Plugging of filtets can control rods, Inversely probability of faiture tmaeare ex.esshveiy o ged Adust decrease the obabifity
slow scram time or effect the affecting fuel and control rod PM based on Inspection results. of iture
ability to move CRs utlatin.

Obtain and trend temperature
Very tittle data hI available for data for areas of the turbine and

u EPU Aooloratod temperatures hI the turbIne NA - with no data available reactor abuiffetd bat containTurbe Bu Ear oer bulding, and the Impact of any the FUEA cannot be equiprent dfected by Iemsed 1 NA
66 Wear or SOP changes hI suct pre-to-post assessed. Action Riem hI to temperatures under EPUDegradation EPU conditons on TB get data. conditions. Compare to the data

equipment to projected values from the
Task Report

non The Drwell Duravent System Orwe!l temperature above There his alow probabltyit of Increased PM or addition
67 De l Ventitat on i s BOP at Quad cities represents a Tedh Specs can result In failure, both gre- and post monhtora s andPoraoly o feudncrdcs

Codto susskae faur wiieabny itr or shtdw CPU ronledadlrmd the probabiillfy, of failure

Flashing In the drain system
may resul hI an unexpected Determine the need for de-

Heater Drahi Known i atetat Orunreatistic change i oss of a heater results ins h s heater drain system has flow reroonts into n reduces thesysem esn Coditonmesust redns errt raexste.u theote moisture separator drains. if aSI n prfbldty of failuresysOPtesrumntdeainggeraic erbee n adequate since ~ errrreactivate tthe system

osionatos. and potential at Dresden
tealer loss.

Flashing hi the drain system Excessive CyCinD andtor

6 e isaterult chang ine vii dradat can had The heater drain system has Alm and istumen Ins the valve, actuator, and
ounalscchnerraic to valve failure and changes r tesne exs odetc andsarumneatiornt Po~lo on normal LCV 3508 a no Action reducers the69 Heter Dain nown ateral BO orsrum0n9reaDocsment the results pexisrobabilitynd aroefofailuren89 system design Condition Issues vav prto u olvt n healer leve. requirIng aoroigatoperation, mhe situation in 3509 wocumcpcaer~ h eut rbtfiyo af

valv opeatio dueto lvel operation Intervention to aodi ewr akgosciltations and potential tri
heater loss.

Process flud and

Eba to v egfaitr can environmental temperatures A PM program exists, however Replace Nirite (Buna-N)
Els trdgaai n trave Icrasenost- EPtJ. the assumed temperatures materiats In the feedwarheaer Replacemient of Runa-NEP70o HaeDerates Aaric ofelastomse crue o chan in halre fater causn n e Smatl temperature i tes may be Inconsistent with post drain valves, posioners, 0- Q On W e ters dese

70 Heater Drain AOVs Wear or BOP increased process andror l past treting temperatures can cEPU operating conditions. rings, etc with a more tha moreariyesy of5 afrb
Degradation environmental temperatures reephng ohaeraton tave signifcant effects on Hence, there has been a temperature resistant material e pbability a

nterventhn to a thermal aging of elbstomer decrease In detectability. (e g. VWeon)

components in AOVs
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Characterization ofl
Develop an Inspection plan and vibration characlertstics

9 9n w t b Vbration problems are No controls are currently h perform detailed Ispection wiltl decrease the
71 Haerdan iigBO lw hcd irton o mf-oe iigcan lead evident In steam side pipng, place, failure wilt only be walkidown of the feedwater prbailtyoyfalus-b71 e aterdrain p BOP Fwdu viration to shiutdown or derate but em -bo water systems kow at the t oi heater drain and vent system s Identificaio o problem

have not been addressed ocsrrnce similar to the main steam system equipment may decrease
pin watkdown the Probablity of

_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _occurrence.

Increased operating
temperatures may result in let Heater draIn leeatures Verify sensor teeraures Of the
point drift or instrument failure

72 Isrmns EPIJ Accelerated that can cause an unexpected Failure may resultAnni t have Tinceseda euto ntuetfiuewudlkl (thrugh;V mheat aispain s no be ithimnt tempeatre
Wear or - be deected by dri or alarm,sstDegrstrueationP aemeropeny g ofyw maintu e scram or deralelto repair. a Saw recommendation that - Catculations. etc) in level ca. M - o'-e the

,ds madepduringnEPUeandwswitches and transmitters as probabisty of failuretri or a heater trP resulting In not mplemeurnte noedin arEIJreod
a-reduction In final feedwaterto the er repoat.

temperature.

Heater pe Peraor may detaoiled sch matd sizt oriic sz (onad ca n ge s
7 t degrade or heater may The heater drain system has fere dfeor the l ssren ai no o nequipmnt con nrequir73 Heater Drain Kn n Mtan BOP become air bound sometme Deratee been inadequate since coat rrctdes pata on the for andCefeelowter hPears su erl nn aespm thetIf oteniad

Condition Issues dra normal operation that original operation. Corre siznS and C f ,2)te mea t minates tt pote
would result Ina unit derate. operaa vents. for fag"ure

Detennine approprIate system
prsue edth and low pressure (LP)

Pre-EPIJ mnodiflcallons to the feedwater heater thermal renet
condensate and condensate valve set points such that (1) the Provision of a valve

FeedwaEer heater Excessive opeerati pressure booster pumps provided a System pressure Information thermal relief valves do not open selpoint consistent wt
74 tbsierelief Defumenctesi flOP cncause tiftlklage, and Derate shutof head that Is marginal provides data on potential for udrexpected operatin alt yes pupshutoff head

vfal e dreaes or shutdown to repai r valve operation. Valve ift valve ft and (2) the thermal mthe probability
nd heater bay flooding has vale se points are srco occurrence

t eour ed u Ethat the tube design pressure of
th tP feedwater heaters Is not
exceeded.

EPUI has inoreased the Perform Feedwater Heater and Inspections on a 3-cyde
FW hate shel, ozzl orextraction flows and7 FWhaeshls Feedwaler Flow ~ elrset l rtemperatures to the 1F Some of the shelas have never Flash Tank HOE Inspections al a frequency reduce the75eFWihealr ahets fop piping failr may result In unit Derate or Shutdown seaexis. Increase inte been Inspected since plant 3-cycles frequency per the alt yes probabilIty, of failure and

derate or shutdown to nepatr stap the eedwater Heater PCM template provide bettererosion rate and location are f c g oou

Thinning ofthe shelts, and Replace existing 'sca plartespac enoftesb
Knw aeilFW healer shell failure may aThitniong of tescab llats.I an The problem Islrnowrn and that cover the heater sheil Rptaeswmensohetsecti b

75 FW healer shelts S fOP result in unit shutdown or shtutdown pd~re-existin plte Is understood - Uir examninations thinned areas wesh replacement alt no rxlnlties wthirel prettaiost
Coddo susrepaIr wrm-el* codti can find thinning shelf sections on thef B i~ ste rbblt

currently exist feedwater heaters. o alr

SOSCO cracldng was found In
these nozzles during the EPU Perform Examinations anid

Fedaewetrirplenmentationt outage. The inspections on the D. C and fi Inspections will increase
ee atrtetrKnowl Maera FV/ heater sheil ventizle r eaeoaiton potential exists that sensitized Polmmay be found by PT edwerheater stainless steel sia the probability of

77 vent Issues SO ilurenmay resulthink unituto stainless steel was used In, Tvn oncin o e rddces
oprtn g tl odlo susd or shutdown to repair thsappicatin In early plaints, o Toeangvto nnG M etioans fopdtetonbandit decailreas

nIncreases In the FW healer eindctince fof ndC.Rearnytepobilffiue
operating temperatures make idctosfud
the situation worse
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A marginally designed heater
drain system that is intolerant
to deviations In anty aystem
parameters may result hi an The heater drain system has Existing instrumrntbon Restore original design margin System design changes

78 Heater Drain Ia e I BOP unexpected loss of one or Derate been inadequatesince p systemperorne and elriate abnormal al y to restore nargtnmoe eaes esltn i aoigna oeaton ifrmtinoperating condilton for the decrease tire probatrility
toss or reduction hI FWI drain system of fallure
heattng and a derate due to
ncreased turbie loading.

The pressures and eI at nIn nCorrect Inco tenes in the

Inonec ectrato hi design n esh

tetrDri emperatures thi iin documentation can lead to Prior to EPIJ thre specttictions matntemnan twifcatlol Correction ofIthe
0 eatermi and hocuavenetan B OP increased post-EPU, bit w I dign or a cjr ec Good design pra_ would spiatnior r pecmctio fo ftr

79 sse iiga DefiOPitheicorresponemng teadi to Probabilt focnenewsfiely find the sPecltfcatton the Feedwates, Cmrdensaite. and anl no reduces the probnatrlity of
components _specficaliors have not been pen etinconsistencies eater drain system pressures

updated to resec trese p u r d* and temperatures (See also Item
chranges LER 81)

Correct inconsisencies In the
Non c iservative pressures Controlled Passport data

Heater Drain an ouetto aiu prcs prsue and temperatures can result In This Item Is a S&W Initrunnent parameters' field for Correcting this design
80 system pipn anBfOP and temperatures withIn a einerro na eomne P hne Ths1 nw rbe h etrdansse all no control Issu reduces thre

componerits Deficiencies Passport do not reflect the anesignerr lors In an recommende EIJpchanged pTessuaen ant driner psprbcilit d
componeats actual oert ng on ts t r tumen thatw n dReview seltpoint calculations andr o_ e

bmy the parameter changes.

rnrproper component(QaCiesOl)udt
classification or no r sea b updaae
classification may result In Existing cotndition - Dresden passport to reftlect componentHt Drain Wassarocation categories and Correcting this design
r system piping and Doamentaton SOPt Improper component unexpected eopment has these etent Tosecopnns Dfcecebcastcto erdton due to not ctassiftcations in Passport TiIsakonPblm mprogrmtemplates for theae PC Col o Cnrobblit ou ocurenuces h

perforeing tine directed QC uad doe not Drrain Stem.laten for HetrPCMbltyo ccre
maintenance tasks or DroraiSytms. AlgD/PC
nspectiorns. rcm= tm a

If failure occurs in the Perform a detalled inspection of
mlechanical linnkagers ora the electrical connections and Inspections and

eetcaCnncrSta Vtraonicessae Components are addressed by mechanical linkages subjected to Increased PMlv wigt

82 urbneIHC rs T4 Flow induced vibration proedeac tCo ~ eieti the stemystete currenot be svitem. buntfilure turbine Control valve vibrations, alt yes increase the probabllily of
Virtinmfebckntro the HC~ Isylstem pipiguinreaingccul-PICheck for any evidence of detection and decrease

thn coturoln ofVS isd recortSu~l CC osns or wear. Adjust PM the probability of failure
samare likely.ngy

Leaking of accumulator seats Oscillation data can

of prectude this asan Kme
EUAcclertedTurineconrolvale oar nb~sutos accurmutlea tor c harge aNo current evidence that valve Components are addressed by Obtain detailed oscillation data If oscillation Is occurring,

83 Turbirne/EHC Wear or TIO oscillationr leading to valve performance of TCVs. Eflti oscillation Is actually occurring current PM system, but failure for the turbine control valvs to al ys additfional actions can be
Degradation degradation Performance of TCVs can or driving vibration behavio- would not be evident untift assess tImpact on Piping a taken to characterize

prudnt ctio toInvstigte ctualy ccus viraton.failure modes.
reutIn turbine trip and PJetacintinetgt atutyoir mao decreasing the fallure

5.Crarn.probabilfty
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Cross.around There hs hncreased potentilt Leaking CAR valve. If severe. Changes In turbine operating . ontor uoss-around reief PSt anseni monnoring
r rossf vanx Rr~ueed ODS & T~ for valve In and failure to can lead to loss of condenser conditions have increased the This equipment is not normally valves for leakage after any a y t etec1on of a

e4 Setpif Analysis Margin reseat following urbine vaum and conseqluent potentlal for valve NIst post monitored tussure transient within ftedad o ral CAR
setpoint translents reactor sam. EPU turbine boundary.

Leaking ol accumulator seats impement PMs based on
or bss of accumulator charge Industry experience has Indutry exPeritenCe reated to

Reduced fOps PotentIal leakage of can result In erratic ndicated some increase in Control rem aanns inicate indreased EeHC aceumulator seal aIncreased Pt derreases
85 EC Accumulators Anat fargi TIG accumulator seals and/or toss performance of Tf s. Erratic PM requirements Post EPU. a mhasoccued carkeaned Eoo accumulator s a elae p aby

of charge performance of TCys carn but low psrobability bot before chtarge after EPIJ
result in turbine trip and and after EPfm
reactor scam.

.Vgraoeo ConoOtIn ot me
turbine Inner casing and
extraction boxes Is Judged to
be one of the greatest risks to
continued successful

operation of the main turbine. Perform a delalted inspection of

ELIPTurbinenner Accelerated This vulnerabitity can cause Examinations during turbine a representaive LP turbiness Restoraon of orIginal
Be Trbn inr Wearer T/G loss of effic"ec, and WIfnner Knowntaionto sutdwn made wos maintenance are required to Inner casng and extraction all yes cntinprecludes

casing Degicdatlon casi or extraction boxes' fd e EPt . iW condition boxes. Restore the degraded potential for faiure
developed excessive lekae material conditions.
shutdown for repair would be

netettary. in tMe event of
abstr ifailure.

consequential damage to the
.mah condenser tubes Is

Perform an inspection walk down
electricald of the EHO piping and electrical Restoration or original

87 nctro isa u Apor tcovsatio ven Tr gada tonlss fonneton unexpected degradation Existg condition, not EPU Problem known to exist and od and D an Y iet Itob
comci upotVbrtoslaingt o f oncinrelated tound int previos inspectlorls degraded support gronmmets that Potential for fatlure

grom i may be degraded.

At Dresden the valves can (Dresden Only) Modify the

Cicltn ae nw aeilCtn: water flow, Imitatition to only be open to070% before deinOf Circutating water ditionl lo capabilty
88 Water BOP avoid oscillation and valve osiitions are detected. Pre-existing conditon Moniored routinely p dscharge valves to allow 0 only no d sthe Probabily of

im nmore flow to pass without a deratedaaederate due to condenser siatos
performance IlmItations
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1. Performn Wma Condenser tube

deanig and waterbox de-
sludging if monitorong
paranmete indicate the
presence of scale or debri.

Condenser tube prbems 2.(0resden Only) Assess the Destuding and iniproved
n t9 a Condenser BOP (foutg. debris) can himnt ke Prow lsh r klomIt refcvnsof the modified emcal wes waer treatment

Codlo sustrieperformance, and thus d'eridititreatmentplan to decreases the probabilIty
power output V Mevent Main Condenser scaing of a derate

3 (esden Only) Implement
iessons-learned from the
Braidwood lake chemistry
problems which caused tube
foulng due to calcium carbonate

Betier understanding of

Excessive number of fatled Perormn Eddy Cuorent testing of the number and trends of
90 Main Condenser S t BOP tubes can degrade condenser derate Pro-existIng condition Monitored routinely a sample of unstaked tubes at at yes condenser tube fallures

performance. edge of staked region. decreases the probabitty
of a derate

Perform a one time examnaton
ofte extraction piping and increased InspectIons

91 Feedwalter Flow BOP ErosIondamage inexeteddegradatkon Increased flow rates Increase May be oundobym nt for effects of al yes lcrease the detectability
Sem RequIrements ~ '"~the potential for eroasloi Oinspc""lt erosion damage. EstablIsh oftMe situation

-pection frequency

Reduced Ops & Resulls of some safely Equipment failure or out-of Margins have be., gre w dly |no begknown unti asri adeas In whica be |S o a
92 Safety AnraIysis NSSS ana"~l shwttemagnt servtce rquirments may lead reduced post EPU. reutng Eceigarultymt sesarsinn wichlot a darion tof preEignlevl

Anlalysis Mari equlaor acceptance criterta to unacetble safety a muc hihrPoauyo after it happens recovered,
response. shutdown, or LER occurrence
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